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British Tóá S6AIbun1S

British Top SO Singles
HOLD ME CLOSE. David Essex
I ONLY HAVE EYES FOR YOU, Art Garfunkel
THERE GOES MV FIRST LOVE. Drafters
FEELINGS, Morris Albert
IT'S TIME FOR LOVE, Chi-Lhes
WHO LOVES YOU, Four Seasons
S. O. S. , Abbe
SCOTCH ON THE ROCKS. Band of the Black Watch
UNA PALOMA BLJ>NCA, Jonathan King
L -L -LUCY, Mud
SPACE ODDITY, David Bowie
DON'T PLAY YOUR ROCK AND ROLL TO ME, Smokey
FATTIE BUM BUM. Carl Malcolm
BIG TEN, Judge Dread
PALOMA BLANCA, George Baker
FUNKY MOPED/MAGICROUNDABOU.T, Jasper Carrott
WHAT A DIFFERENCE A DAY MAKES, Esther Phillips
LIKE A BUTTERFLY, Mac & Kettle Kissoon
I'M ON FIRE. 5000 Volts
SAILING. Rod Stewart
NAPPY LOVE/WILDTHING, Goodies
ISLAND GIRL, Elton John

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

14

5

6

6

9

7

13

8

12

9

6

10

15

11

23

12

24

13

8

14

17

15

10

16

7

17

26

18

19

19

9

20

11

21

21

22

26

23

16

24

27

25

32

26

30

27

37

28
29

43

30

22

31

33

32

1B

HEARTBEAT. Showaddywaddy
NO WOMAN NO CRY. Bob Marley & The Wailers
RHINESTONE COWBOY. Glen Campbell
LOOKS_LOOKS LOOKS, Sparks
LOVE IS THE DRUG, Rosy Music
HOLD BACK THE NIGHT. Trammps
FEEL LIKE MAKIN' LOVE, Bad Company
THE LAST FAREWELL, Roger Whittaker
REACHING FOR THE BEST, Exciters
MOONLIGHTING. Leo Sayer

20

33

-

35

46

36

41

37

48

38

39

35
49

40

36

41

39

42

-

43

50

44

45

47
1-

46

44

47

-

49
50

8

Private Stock

10

RCA
Rak

11

Gull
Cactus
Warner Bros

13

DJM

16

Kudu

17

State

18

13

Philips
Warner Bros

19

15

20

-

Bradleys
DJM

21

29

Bell
Island

23

28

24

12

Capitol
Island
Island
Buddah
Island

25

24

26

22

27

39

3

1

1

BAD BLOW/Neal SOMA

2

CALYPSO

'
'

e

3

4

4

10

s

'

_

.

4

5
,6

,

12

14

15

Star flreaIjers

EMI

Creole
Capitol
EMI
Chelsea
Janus
Apple
Philadelphia

.-

Anaemic

iv nee4,*teas.

Yesteryear carts

CBS

Spark
Jayboy
Immediate
Black Magic

5 YEARS AGO
S

II

12

3

13

16

14

18

15

9

wain*,

FAME, David
The Rlbhk Ferntly
BR
HEAT WAVE/ LOVE IS A ROSE, Linda

MI.

DO IT ANY WAY YOUWANNA,Peopb's Croke

22
26

29

30
31

32

33
34
35

39

36
37
38

49

39

48

20

62

40

44

41

51

42
a3

54

28
52

44
45

55

46

56

47

31

48

87

49

35

50

45

5
6
16

1

2

2

3

6

4

9

5
6
7
B

9

-

3
8
4
7

10

14

11

11

12

-

13

15

14

19

15

-

16

-

17

20

.18

-

19

17

20

-

5

2

-

INDISCREET, Sparks
TIME HONOURED GHOSTS. Barclay James Harvest

34

17

35

32

-

36

37
38

41

42
43
44

-

47
48
49

7

7

Capitol

R{,6

9
10

0
12

'

8

se 4rir 14<risy
ILSILESZIO

7el`AT

The V. ,¡her

6
S

ñri tier.

MCA
Tsop
Shelter
Capital
A6 M

Eel
United

Artss
Atlantic
Apple

/ludo
Capitol
Colunela

October,
2 ONLY THE LONELY
2
1 TELL LAURA I LOVE HER
4 HOW ABOUT THAT
It
4
3 NINE TIMES OUT OF TEN

-ll

Roy Orblson

SOSAD/LUCILLE
AS LONG.AS HE NEEDS ME
THE GIRL OF MY BEST FRIEND/A MESS OF BLUES
Elvis Presley
The John Barry Seven
9 WALK DON'T RUN
The Ventures
8 WALK DON'T RUN
The Shadows
7 APACHE

e

5
12

7

8

5

8
9
10

Soul Top 20

Ohm ea

Chelsea
1391 Tres

Columbia

Merar
Arlie
MCA

I

2

ABC/Dot

2
3

I

3

RSO

4

Arisb

5

5
a

6

6

7
8

10

Sama
Island

Sisk,.

1

.9

-

13

I I

IA

20
15
19
13

15

16
17
18
19

1,2

20

ABC,B1ueTAamb

OUT ON THE FLOOR
DREAMING A DREAM

-

8

1

De{Ito
Adam.
Arley
Midland Interntionel

COULD !TB( MAGIC. Baran Neelaw
FLY,ROB1N, FLY. SilverCmventkn

16

l
.12

Columbia
Raedskow

-

9

9
IO

Caillol

14

14

11

CBS
HOLD ME CLOSE. David Essex
Bell
THERE GOES MY FIRST LOVE. Drifters
Jayboy
THAT'S THE WAY 11 LIKE ITI, KC & the Sunshine Band
Chelsea
RIDE A WILD HORSE, Dee Clark
Kudu
a
WHAT A DIFFERENCE A DAY MAKES, Esther Phillips
Philips
1'M ON FIRE, 5,000 Volts
Capitol
THIS 1NILL 01 Ne se Cute
Polydor
YUM YUM IGIMME SOME). F_..Jck Band
Warner Bros.
WHO LOVES YOU, Four Seasons
Island
NO WOMAN, 790 CRY, Bob Marley & the Wailers
Philadelphia
DO IT ANYWAY YOU WANNA, Peoples Choice
Warner Bros.
PALOMA BLANCHA, George Baker Selecdon
Brunswick
TIME FOR LOVE. Chl- Lites
EMI
ONE WOMAN MAN. Leroy Brown
Island
LOVE IS THE DRUG. Roxy Music
Buddah
HOLD BACK THE NIGHT, Tramps
CBS
FOOL, Al Matthews
Mercury -I
WHEN YOU'RE YOUNG AsMD IN LOVE. Ralph Carter
RCA
TO EACH HIS OWN. Forth, Hope and Charity
Seville
AS LONG AS YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE. Dooley Sllverspoon

8
3

4

4

5

5

6
7
8

1

I1

16'

9
10

9
14

11

12

12
13

7

14
15

16

17

10
6

17

18
21

16

BLUES FOR ALLAH, Gm Intel Dead

13

OUTLAWS

18

MELLOW MADNESS Quincy Jones

17

19

19

15

RHINESTONE COWBOY,Okn Ca mated
HONEY OM4Plryera
KC & THE SUNSHINE BAND,

20

21

22
25

E.C. WASHERE. Eric Cupkn_
CAUGHT IN THE ACT, Grard Funk Railroad

22

24

9D FINE.L066ine

23

12

IS IT SOMETHING

24

21

FLEETWOOD MAC.

25

31

SEAR CHIN FOR A RAINBOW.

26

28

IN THE CITY, Tavares

27
28
29

29
49

DESOLATION BOULEVARD, Sweet
WHY CANT WE BE FRIENDS] War
CJ.EARLYLOV E,OIIvle Newton-Jo/es

30

32

BARRY MANILOW 1,

31

35

RITCHIE

32
33

33
37

34

17

ESTHER PHILLIPS w/BECK,
AL GREEN 15 LOVE
YOUNG AMERICANS, David Bwb

35

-47

36

40

In

13

19

15

20

20

-

44

36

44

-

48

Baikal
Bard

KC And The Sunshine

49

RCA

PIP*Buddah

SForTheD 31 ArnthaFnrhlln
BRAZIL Th. Ritchie Family
J.

EIGHTEEN WITH A BULLET Pet Wln/lrld
ME29N' WITH MY MIND, La Belle

R0.dsnow
Capitol

Undid Arose

Mercury
Tanta
Curtom

Motwn
Sprint

20aí Century
Kuda

M

Epic

RCA

Sheller

Mantic
COpdoi

LADY Helen Reddy

PEACEPIPE, B. T. Express

7

UNDECIDED LOVE. The Chequers
SUMMER OF42/EXODUS, Biddu Orch
EVERY BEAT OF MY HEART, Crown Heights Affair
MESSIN' WITH MY MIND. Labelle
DO THE LATIN HUSTLE, Eddie Drennan & B. B. S.
HOOKED FOR LIFE. The Tramps
IT ONLY TAKES Á MINUTE. Tavares ,

10

12

13
14
15
16

17
18
19.

Bureau Music Week
US Chart supplied by Billboard
UK Soul Singles by Blues B Soul
UK Disco Chart compiled from nation-wide DJ returns

A

Al

Nldland InMn.Ra al

9n

SCHFHERAIADE AND OTHER STORIES Renaissance

,6

9

Supplied by British Market Research

NO WAY TO TREAT

AIM

i

hand

BBC Chart

WIND ON THE WATER. David Crosby/Graham Nash
LOVE WILL KEEP US TOGETHER The Captain & Temltk
DIAMONDS a RUST.Joan Ban.
PHOENIX. Labelle
-"
SAVE ME, Silver Convention
GREATEST HITS. John Demer
WILL 0' THE WISP, Leon Russell
HOTLINE. J. Gelb Band

Rord,et
Larders
ABC

CASANOVA BROWN (Do It Yourself, How Hot The Moon). Gloria Gaynor MGM
Midland Intl
FLY ROB( FLY/I LIKE IT. Silver Convention
Oasis
3 LOVE TO LOVE YOU BABY. Donne Jrrimer
Columbia
YOU SET ME HEA; ON FIRE, Tina Charles
4
MCA
5
CARAVAN/1NATUSI STRUT, (Modem

8

IjecórdrlirrorE bisc/

Cohanbia

ATTIC.Aenamith

2

Mantle
Eeu

39

Epic

At3um
TNeck

'sky Brea

1

ar
CapMml

20th Century

-

HI
RCA

VS AiscoTop20

AManer.
lipp

46

MCA

Polydor
Kilda

Foeekrt

43

THEY JUST CHIT STOP IT
(The Games People Plan Spinners
TO EACH HIS OWN Faith, Hope 6 Chan.
I GET HIGH ON YOU. 9y Store
MONEY GIadr$Knkhta The
GIVE IT WHAT YOU COT/PEACE PIPE. B.T Espreo
THIS WILL 8E, Natalie Cde
LOW RI DER. War
SWEET STICKY THING. Oheo Plan
THE AGONY ANOTHE ECSTASY. Smokily RablWon
SAME THING IT TOO, Imp reslon
1.0VE POWER, Mlle Hutch
MUSIC IN MY BONES. Jae Simon
I WANT A DO SOMETHING FREAKY TO YOU,
Leon Haywood
WHAT A DIFFERENCE A DAY MARES, Father Philips
IT ONLY TAKESA MINUTE. Tavares
SO IN LOVE. Curtis Meflald

/

CAPTURED ANGEL,Dan

AI

47

CBpitd

Univ. Arta

LACKMORE'SRAINBOW

42

46

Colrnea
Peony
Warrrr Brea
Crprtorn

Arista

The ChlLlees
Dob,e Gray
The Crown Heights Allab

/

TX

fun

Capaol

Tnmmps

48

M

RSO

Grand

ManNllTekker Bard

SEDAKA'S BACK. Nell Sedaka
FANDANGO. =Top

45

At

Capitol
Mercury

Mewlrr
Rktrrd Pryo.

TOYS IN THE

Eaves,
Al Mather.

RI*

Werner Bros
MCA

Onatul Dap,

SAID/

42

11

1

El

1

34
41

4r

Colr,0A

Anse

40

FOOL
THE BEST THING THAT EVER HAPPENEDGudys septa's/ The Pips
George Benson
SUPERSHIP
pee Curt
RIDE WILD HORSE
Lorraine Ellison
STAY WITH ME
Armada Orchestra
FEEL THE NEED DRIFTER
The meek Disco Machine
ODNT ROL TOWER

FAR CI

ien,.,.Ijr---"'

16

30

RCA

C9lmee

BETWEEN THE LINE Moils bin
ATLANTIC CROSSING, Rod Stewart
CAPTAIN FANTASTIC & THE BROWN DIRT COWBOY. Elton John

15

20

Victor

LETeh TLtIURE, George H,enl,on

23

VS Soul Top 20
2

Elektro

Onerl
0055.005

39

Colu,hl

2
3

7

13

50

1

Red Seal

53~E11r~14.1- Jev-s

3B

BT

CHINESEKUNGFU
THAT'S THE WAY6 LIKE IT)

A&M
RSO

BORN TO RUN Brea Spnrdayen,
RED OCTOPUS,Jenenari Sea nNp
WIN LOSE DR DRAW, 610.en Firemen Bane

37

GIVEIT WHAT YOU GOT

DJM
Janus
Purple
Parlophone

Columbia_

LET THERESE MUSIC. Orleans
THE HEAT IS ON FEATURING FIGHT THE POWER

Esther Phillips
Natalia Cole
The Drllbn
The Fatback Band
People's Chace
The (niters

WHAT &DIFFERENCE A DAY MADE
THIS WILL BE
THEREGOESMY FIRST LOVE
YUMYUM(GIMME SOME)
DO IT ANY WAY YOU WANNA
REACHING FOR THE BEST
HOLD BACK THE NIGHT
IT STIME FOR LOVE

us

12

18

Ricky Valance
Ada m Faith
Cliff R ¡chard
The Everly Brothers
Shirley Baesey

Columbia

-

HOW LONG (13e6ha' Got ACNd.On TheSldel Poistr
THAT'S 711E WAY OF THE WQRLD.Earth-Wlr4& Fire

1960

1

RCA
Philips
Capitol

WINDSONG, John Dcwee
WISH YOU AEA E HERE, Pie* Floyd

MINSTRELiNTgfGAtíLrr
10

Thas

MESSAGE E NUER.STOOD
SATISFACTION

15

3

4

¡5

YEARS AGO

15

1

A

HoBlro
Nino 110401
-Senile Shaw
The Rolling Stones

D014'

Apple
Bell

Topsoplbums

VS

Min: rest Mar
1''.17

LOOK TIIROI1011

Bell
One Up

-

S0

3

D

RCA

Apple
United Artists
Island
Polydor
DJM

-

Ken D7a11
Andy Wtlllarn

OWOLI

Avco
DJM
United Artists
Polydor

CAPTAIN FANTASTIC. Elton Jbhn
STEP TWO, Showaddywaddy
20 LIVE AT TREORCHY. Max Boyce
BAND ON THERUN,'Wings
33
ROLLIN', Bay City Rollers
25
THE ELVIS PRESLEY SUN'COLLECTION..Elvis Presley- 30
FOREVER AND EVER, Dam's Rousso.
43 GLEN CAMPBELL'S GREATEST HITS, Glen Campbell
GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD, Elton John
MISTY. Ray Stevens
26
36 24 CARAT PURPLE, Deep Purple
EXTRA TEXTURE (READ ALL ABOUT IT), George Harrison
SIX WIVES OF HENRY VIII, Rick Wakeman
EC WAS HERE, Eric Clepton
41
SNOWFLAKES ARE DANCING. Tomita
45 THE BEST OF BREAD. Bread
SAMPLE CHARLEY PRIDE. Charley Pride

2

1LNOSTTIIERE

2IF YOU GOTTA

3

1 Discó Top 20
1

33

2

October, 10 1985
I
I TEAKS

8

Gib

THEREGOES ANOTHERLOVE SONG,Ou6aws
ISLAND GIRL, Elton John
WASTED DAYS AND WASTED NIGHTS. Freddy Feller
NIGHTS ON BROADWAY, B seGInes
JUST TOO MANY PEOPLE. Melissa Manchester
774E AGONY AND THE ECSTASY, Stookey Robinson.
EIGHTEEN WITH A BULLET, Pet Windkld
LETTING GO, Wholes
4T SEVENTEEN. Janis Ian
PEACE PIPE, B 7 Express
DREAMING A DREAM,CrwnHelehtsAR.lr
OPERATOR,Manheton hander

23

32

10 YEARS AGO

Palaatn.
Broa Cura

Private Rods

LADY BLUE.( eon Russell
THIS WILL BL Natl» Cole
25
THE WAY I WANT TO TOUCH YOU. Catnaps & Tem.ebb
24 CARE/UNA IN THE PINES, Michael Murphey
27
LOW RIDER. War
40 SOS, Abut
YOU, George Harrison
33
29
WHAT A DIFFERENCE A DAY MAKES. EstherphAiipe
15 RHINESTONE COWBOY. Olen Campbell
30 BORN TO RUN. Bruce SO..114 se
32 IONLY HAVE EYES FOR YOU, Art Cadunkel
34
ROCKIN' ALL OVER THE WORLD. John Fogerty
36 SKY HIGH. Jigsaw
17 RUN JOEY UN, Devid Geddes
37 BLUE EYES CRY IN' IN THE RAIN, Wilke Nelson
36
SWEET STICKY Till NG, Ohlo Players

28

31

40

la

ROCKY,AusonRobeeN
MR HAWS,DickaeGoolman

21

27

7

7

anbdt

19

25

6

20th Centuct
R

16

26

4

'

5p.n",t1

-

-

46

Freda Payne
Deep Purple
BLACK NIGHT
1TDesmond
REALLY
WANT
IF
YOU
YOU CAN GET IT
Dekker
Tremeloee
The
511
LIFE
ME AND
Black Sabbath
PARANOID
Diana Roes
AIN'T NO MOUNTAIN HIGH ENOUGH
Bobby Bloom
MONTEGO BAY
The Carpenters
CLOSETOYOU
The Poppy Family
WHICH NAY YOU COIN' BILLY
The Temptations
BALL OFCONFUSION

wsanrsrrur

SOMETHING BETTER TO DO,OIMt NewlonJohn

24

5

111

GrVGI

19

23

8

drLl

1/

22

4

66r1K4

4

21

2

e 10

Rr'4

16

20

5

8

Rod,el

THEY J Usr CAN
WHO LOWS T010 Four Seasons
122- IT ONLY TAKES* MINUTE Taysre3

30

27

29

45

'

(October, 17 1970
I 1114 ND OF GOLD

Capitol
Dart

14-

Iluy ward/John Lodge

40

Bell

17

9

JO

BLUE GUITAR, Justin

39

Pye
Dacca

LYIN' EVES EAGLES

A&M
THE SINGLES 1969-1973, The Carpemers
Harvest
THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON. Pink Floyd
DJM
RABBITTS ON AND ON, Jasper Carrott
Chrysalis
MINSTRELS IN THE GALLERY. Jethro Tull
United Artists
MALPRACTICE. Dr Feelgood
A& M
THE MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF KING ARTHUR, Rick Wakeman
Bell
ONCE UPON A STAR. The Bay City Rollers
THANK YOU BABY, The Stylistics
ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS, Elton John
THAT'S WHAT LIFE IS ALL-ABOUT. Bing Crosby
TEN YEARS NON STOP JUBILEE ALBUM. James Last
W INDSONG. John Denver
ROCK 'N' ROLL. John Leiinon
MAXIMUM DARKNESS. Man

28

Threshold
2 SUPERS III P, George Benson
Cr1
DJ51
5
ARE YOU BEING SERVED SIR, John Inman
4
THE FIRST 11ELLO THE LIST GOODBYE,
Roger Whittaker
EMI
Magnet
5
3101 E It. Al, in Stardust
Private Stock
e 'ROCKY, Austin Roberta
4S LONG AS YOU KNOW ( WHO IOU ARE).
Dooley Silvers peon
Seville
Handkerchief
K
TRUE LOVE Harvey Smith
HONKEY TON'S ANGEL, Cliff Richard
EMI
9
Ili THE OLD RUGGED CROSS, Ethnu Campbell Philips

.20th Century
Chrysalis

IMAIRNT JdrnD.nvr
WRAC' ES JNtenonSonNp

ONE

19

22

EMI

6 B..LLBOO)LBUTLSsewt
111IYra n.t....
_1_1».101.1115.111.*

a

3

9

,

ATLANTIC CROSSING. Rod Stewart

1

2

Ben
-Dacca
Brunswick
Warner Bros

Us Top so sin;fes
2

1

a

I

OUT ON THE FLOOR. Doble Gray
NEW YORK GROOVE. Hello
LETTING GO, Wings
SHOES. Reparate

42

48

7

CBS

-

JUST A SMILEPilot
ROCK ON, BROTHER, Chequers
THIS WILL BE, Natalie Cole
_
DREAMY LADY, T. Rex Disco Parry
RIDE A WILD HORSE. Dee Clark
INDIAN LOVE CALL, Ray Stevens
YOU, George Harrison
DO IT ANYWAY YOU WANNA, People's Choice
FALLIN' IN LOVE. Hamilton Joe Frank & Reynolds
HIGHFLY, John Mlles
LET'S BE FRIENDS. Johnny Nash
CRACKIN' UP. Tommy Hunt
)
I AIN'T LYIN', George McCree
OUT OF TIME. Chris Fadowe

3.1

34

Epic

Spark

Warner Bros
CBS
ALL THE FUN OF THE FAIR, David Essex
Harvest
Pink
Floyd
HERE.
WERE
YOU
WISH
2
Island
GREATEST HITS, Cat Stevens
4
Philips
FAVOURITIES. Peters and Lee
5
Avco
THE BEST OF, Stylistics
6
Columbia
THE VERY BEST OF ROGER WHITTAKER, Roger Whittaker
7
Polydor
THE WHO BY NUMBERS, The Who
Chrysalis
ANOTHER YEAR, Leo Sayer
8
A&M
HORIZON, The Carpenters
9
Island
STRAIGHT SHOOTER. Bed Company
21
CBS
SIMON AND GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS. Simon & Garfunkel
16
Capitol
11
VENUS AND MARS, Wings
Nema
10' SABOTAGE, Black Sábbath
Virgin
18 TUBLER BELLS. Mike Oldheld
Vertigo
Harvey Band
14 THE SENSATIONAL ALEX HARVEY BAND. Alex
Asylum
OF THESE NIGHTS. The Eagles

i

CBS

20

SUNNY,Yamboo
BRAZIL/PEANUT VENDOR, Richie Family
NOBODY LOVES'ME LIKE YOU DO, Jeanne Burton
BAD LUCK. Atlanta Disco Band
ALL I NEED. Anacosta
NEED YOU, Harlem River Drive
GET THE CREAM OFF THE TOP. Eddie Kendricks-

Roádshow

Scepter
-

Epic

De-Lite
Epic
Unlimited

Atlantic
Capitol
Montuno
20th Century

Cotton
Scorpio
Columbia
Arista
Tamla

i

(.Orlar e.u.nvn

o rrrJ4 OCT(utFR

78

J
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Toots' op

MUD DO
TOUR &
NEWS EDITOR

ROSALIND
RUSSELL
NEWS DESK

-

01 -607-6411

CAPITAL
IS TWO
CAPITAL
A

port Theatre

/

-

-r

special birthday

WHO'S MANAGER Bill
Curbishley is very proud
of his 17 - year -old

brother.

Young Alan Curblshley
was named Man of the
Match when he scored one
of the goals for West Ham

against Newcastle last
Saturday.
See news of the Who's
Christmas tour overleaf.

Budgie stir

themselves
BUDGIE HAVE added
extra dates to their
current British tour

TOOTS AND the
Maytals have cancelled their British
tour.
Toots Is currently
recovering from an
operation he and in
the States

MUD HAVE a new album and a tour coming
soon. Mud have been rehearsing a new set
for the tour. It will feature songs from their
forthcoming new album titled Use Your
Imagination.
The tour opens at
Stockport Daven-

party will

Who's a
good boy
then ?

toúr yet

ALBUM

RADIO, Inn don's commercial station
devoted to music, celebrates Its second birthday
tomorrow (Thursday)
be held at the
London Roundhouse and
will be broadcast live.
The party begins at 11
pm. Decameron will be
appearing.

means no

-Mama

r`r

ROD'S
SHOW

Theatre Royal (15).

The album is released

ROD STEWART and
the Faces had their
show banned in
Boston last week.

Railwaymen, wor-

ried about the

possibility of hooliganism by fans,

strike.

go

on

The local council then
started to worry about the
effect the strike would
have on road traffic and
refused to grant a permit'
for the new show.

(50,000 worth of tickets
had to be returned.

in December and features
five songs by Stiles and
Davis, one by drummer
Dave Mount. three by
Phil Wainman, and two
oldies.

LES and ROB on a previous tour. A

They are: Thameside
Poly (October 18). Brack.
nell Sports Centre (25),
Newcastle City Hall (27)
and Leeds Town Hall
(28).
Instead of appearing at
East Anglia Poly on
October 17, they have
switched to Norwich St
Andrews Hall on the same

-

r7.

f{

`

SAHB: more dates in response to demand

had his cur broken

home in
London.

his

The group had to cancel

Thieves slashed

the roof of the car,
broke in and stole

£500

ment and a set of

South golf clubs.

worth of

drumming equip-

day's recording
Pilot are Currently

the

session.

recording a new album
and single at the Abbey
Road Studios.
See feature on page 9.

Hall (21), London Impe-

"SUPERSONIC"

and
"TOP OF
THE. POPS"

their British

rellas (9),

is
rial College (25), Twi.
second album re- out on November 7.
ckenham Winning Post
Sailor's October gigs (28), Chester Quaintways
leased next month.
are: NewcasUe Poly (17), (27), Scarborough PenIt was produced by Cromer
Links Pavilion thouse Club (29), CleeRupert Holmes and (18), Croydon
Greyhound thorpes Winter Garden
Jeffrey Lesser.
(19), Nottingham Univer- (30) and Hull University'
The album will be sity (22), Hanley Victoria (31).

You saw him on

II begin
tour on
October 30 at Derby
Cleopatra'..
Other dates are: Coventry Lanchester Poly
COLOSSEUM

School of

Strathclyde University
(8), Birmingham Barba-

DRUMMER, Stuart Tosh,

4.

Colosseum
on the road

Ivanhoe's (4), Liverpool
University (5), Dundee
University (7), Glasgow

SAILOR
IN TROUBLE ?
SAILOR HAVE their titled Trouble'and

day.

Ronnie Scott's.

(3). Huddersfield
5a'

Pilot's drummer
PILOT'S
robbed
into outside
TOSH: burgled car

year.
Betty Davis, who was to
tour with Toots, will now
appear only at London's

Economics (November
I), Chester Qualntways

Ticket prices are as

and are limited to four per
person.
-

cancel all dates.

(31), London

r

previously announced

BACK STREET CRAWLER have dates scheduled. for -November.
They are: Liverpool
Empire (23), Glasgow
Apollo (26), Newcastle
City Hall (27), and
(281.

tgóod enough? Use your imagination

w,

and has

forced to

been

There are now plane for
Toots and the Maytals to
tour the UK early next

r= r

Alex adds dates_'

Crawler on
all four ?

London Nev. Victoria

'4,344

November 29. Other
dates are: Newcastle Theatre' Royal (30), Carlisle DEMAND
FOR tickMarket Hall (De- ets for the
Alex
cember, 2), Aber- Harvey Christmas
deen Capitol (4), shows
has
been
so
Dundee Caird Hall heavy
extra
(5), Edinburgh concertsthat
have been
Odeon (6), Glasgow
to the series.
Apollo (7), South- added
There
will
one
port New Theatre more show be
at the
(9), Leicester- De Glasgow Apollo
on
Montfort Hall (11), December- 20 and
Birmingham Odeon two more at the
(12), London New
New VicVictoria (13), Ipsw- London
on December
ich Gaumont (14), toria
21 and 22.

and Norwich

HIT
decided to

on

i

I:

Bradford

University (14), Dagenham Roundhouse (15),
Keele University (19),
Newcastle Poly (21).
Leicester University (22),
Twickenham Winning
Past (23), Brunel University (25), Cardiff University (28), London Gold.
smith's College (28 ).

Curved .air
their album

CURVED AIR are going
on the road to give talk
shows publicising their
new album Midnight
Wire.
They have been lined
up to talk on local radio
stations In the midnight
slot.
The Idea was developed
from a show the band did
on Capitol Radio earlier
In the year.

Naz's greatest
NAZARETH ARE to
bring out an album of
their greatest hits. It will
Include their new album
Holy Roller, which is not
as yet a hit .It will be out
November14.

His single is

..HIGHFLY
and

his name is
JOHN MILES
F 13595

DECO

RECORD MIRROR

WHO'S XMAS
.

BY NUMBERS
«14

THE WHO are to
play three London
dates at Christmas.
This follows their
current 11 date tour.
The concerts will
be at the Hammersmith Odeon on
December 21/22/23.
Tickets are (3, 12.50
and t2 by mall order only.
They are limited to two
per person.

All the applications will
drum on
November 3 and the lucky
letters will be pulled from
that
The show starts at 8.00
pm
be put into a

Snafu and
Babe Ruth
J
tl1

THE WHO: at the

first gig of their current tour.

Stones Rolled Gold
DECCA ARE to release a ever released by the
double album of Stones Stones on, Decca. Nummaterial. It will retail at bers Lnclude Come On,
(4.99 and will be titled
Not Fade,Away and Ruby
Rolled Gold.
Tuesday.
There are 28 tracks In
The album Is out on
all, Including every single November 14.

to Capitol
SNAFU AND Babe Ruth
have signed worldwide to
Capitol records. Both
have albums released at
the end of this month.
Babe Ruth, now featur-

ing guitarist Bernie
Marsden have their
album Stealing Home

released in a couple of
weeks:
Snafu have their single
Lock And Key released

this Friday and

an
album, All Funked Up,
out a week later.

NEWS IN

+

3
Following their success with David Essex on
the UK lour, the Real
Thing will lour the States
with Essex, beginning the
end of this month
the first
Coming soon
album from Frank Zappa

has signed

with the same

birthday as his dad,
John was 35 on
that day.
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London Theatre, Drury
Lane, Friday (October 17)
for two weeks
Fogg dales
London Wood
Green Fishmongers Arms
(Oct 13), Bisect University (14), London Saxon

Tavern (151. London
Charing Cross Road

Sundown (16), Harrow
College CI?), Newbury
Ilene ick Free House (IS),
Basildon Arts Centre (19),
London Greyhound

(20),

London Windsor Castle
(21), London Thames Poly
(22), "'orqu ay South Devon

Tech (23)

Swansea

College of Education (24).

Aberystwyth University

(251 and Manchester Hard
Rock (301
Raquel Welch Is to Include

three of Rupert Holmes'
songs on her forthcoming
album

Doble Gray arrives in
Britain on November 21
until December 6. Dates
are being finalised
it seems possible that the
Current George McO'ae
tour will be extended

new dates

45.<

shown In cinemas

This follows Alvin's

Dunstable Calffornja
Ballroom (18), Stafford
Top Of The World (20),

tl

o-

recent involvement with
the road safety campaign
for children, the Green
Croas Code.

are now: Newcastle
Mayfair Ballroom (Oct

ALVIN: no squibs

171,

DIVORCE
CONNOLLY'S
BILLY CONNOLLY. currently on his British

Birmingham Barbaretlas
(also 20th), London
Hammersmith Odeon (21)
Farnborough

lcsque(22)

tour, has a new single released this week. It is á
send up of Tammy Wynette's 0.1. V.O. R.C. E.
It Is taken from his new album, titled Get Right
Intae Him which Is out next month.
see page 23.

Bur-

Camel hump
in LSO
CAMEL'S CONCERT at
the London Albert Hall
with the London Sym
phony Orchestra will be

recorded with the polish
blllty of using the tapes
fora live album.
The group are also
considering further dates
with the orchestra as
ticket sales for this show
have been heavy.
The support act will be
Michael Chapman.

Electra glide
in yule
ELEKTRA ALBUMS for
release before Christmas
Include a `new one from

Joni Mitchell, titled
Hissing Of Summer
Lawns.

WiF

***

rilEliLirirl
dollars ((35,000) for
lost rent and damages.

elsewhere.

rings on the furniture,
cigarette burns to the
upholstery and drilled
holes In the walls after he
moved out last May 31

was In the audience, and

70,000

Iris says Enon left

TALL,

****

SECURITY
R
JETHRO TULL were asked to cancel

MOTOWN RECORDS

is
sued by an
their being
Anaheim church which Is
at
concert Detroit's Cobo Arena located across the street

October 11
by the US Secret Service - because
President Ford was scheduled to address
Michigan Republicans the same night at the
adjacent Cobo Hall:

The Secret

loan arrangement.
"The President could

Service considered a have spoken
between acts
house full óf Tull or something."
fanatics to be some-****
thing of a "security JAf KIE WILSON rerisk" to the Presi- mains In critical but
dent, who has had stable condition at Cherry

two recent attempts
on his life in

nut on October 24

church, and among the
acts to, have played there
were Diana ¡taws and The
Supreme,. and the Templadons.

*Irk*

with Dick Clark's 'Cool

-

"I could have

Melodyland was a
- to - the - round
before it became a
theatre

care unit, suffered a heart
attack while performing

Ironically, tan Ander-

son was recently reunited
with someone he met six

'

01' Rock 'n' Roll' revival
show.
Wilson had just finished
his final number. Lonely
Teardrops, when he
collapsed on stage at the
Latin Casino night club.
As Wilson was rushed to
the hospital Clark came
on stage and asked the
stunned audience to pray
for the singer.

****

ELTON JOHN'S latest
lawsuit- Iris Schirmer, a
Beverley Hills landlady,
la suing the singer for

from Disneyland.
The church La named
Melodyland, which is also
the name of Motown's
American country label.
The church's pastor
says It has used the name
since 1969 on goods as a

trademark.

HUI Medical Center in
New Jersey.
Wilson, in thewcoronary

California.

spoken to
Jack about It last night
and we could have come

will arrange his own
material in future. A
greatest hiss album will be

WE SAID IT: last week's American Hotline
predicted John's extra b-rthday present.

Safely With Fireworks
campaign and will also be

Satisfied re-released on
November?.
Their British dates
have been revised. They

arranger Jean rage and

Berry White has tali

b

ALVIN STARDUST Is to
- over for a
special film made for the
BBC.
it Is Ued In with their

B7 EXPRESS have their
single Do It Till You're

years ago In Atlanta
the President's son, Jack
Ford.
The two got together
backstage at a concert hi
Largo, Maryland.
When Anderson later
found out that the Secret
'Service wanted him to
cancel one of his four soldout Debrolt concerts, he
quipped. "I wish I'd
known about 11 ahead of
time.

Dates to be finalised
Morris Albert has gone back
to Brazil -rather relieved
to leave London as lw was
blown out of his bath last
week In the Rita hotel
when a bomb exploded
outside. (See story, Page
u ).

.r t 9!

do a voice

Beefheart, (died Bongs)
Fury.

EDITOR

'

Alvin voices his
doubts

to

together with Captain

SUEBBYROM

you ran stay,(
HAPPY Birthday John
John Lennon can celebrate his 5.5íh birthday
October 9 by sot wore -nag about belag
deported from the United States.
Deportation pro- Untied State. daring
ceedinga have been vow's tu.5naner
suspended because
irk
Yoko is pregnant
Devlin BOWIE la I'
A rpuitosperion
fag

i on

l

-

Gordon Lightfoot will appear
al the London Royal Albert
Hall on October 29
Bruce Forsyth is at the New

-

1

Lennon has an album
released on October 24
titled Shaved Fish it is a
collection of his best
known tracks.
Lennon' had plans to
make new studio album
but they were shelved
because of the baby.

DJM and begins recording a new single next
month. It is due for
release In January.

and

1$ 1973

LENNON have a son
Sean Ono Lennon
was born on October
p in New York

.

SHAPIRO Is to
appear atLondon's Ronnie
Scott's for eight nights
beginning October 27.
She will be accompanied
by her own four piece

BRIEF
BILLY SBAN has cancelled
his date al the London
Festival Halt on November

.

Helen
gigs at
Ronnie's
HELEN
hand
Helen

DISC. OCTOBER

JOHN AND YOKO
NAVE BIRTHDAY
t_Ilii,
BOP
rII:« >pie IEVE/
-

4

I

Et

CINDY BIRDSONG, who
left the Supremea when
she was pregnant with
her first son, and who

returned recently, is
filing for divorce from
husband Charles Hewlett.

'

The couple tried to
reconcile in June. but it
has not worked out and
they are proceeding with
divorce.
TOOTS AND TILE.

MAY

MILS were performing at

the Roxy Theatre on the
Sunset Strip, but the
audience's attention was

Roberto De !Sire,
Academy Award winner
for his role In The
Godfather
Part Two,

-

someone from United
Artists records walked
up to the table and made a
comment to one of the

women seated there.
De Niro objected and
punched the man As the
men were walking outside
with the Roxy'a bouncer,

they started punching

again.
The "argument" ended
when someone from the
night club reminded De
Niro he had forgotten his
coat. Reggae on.

**k*

THE ¡CAPTAIN AND
TEN NILLE, who almost
certainly have America's
number one single of 1976
with Love Will Keep Us
Together, will have their
own weekly series on US
television in the summer
of 1976,

t1**

PURE PRAIRIE

LEAGUE, who had a US
hit with Arnie earlier this
year, know what It's like
to play for blood money

The group performed al

benefit In San Francisco
to raise blood denaUari
for the Almeda Contra
a

Costa

Medical Asaocf

aus)n.

Admission to the catcert was e. donation of
blood (or cash, which will
be turned over to a

Children's Hospital

in

Oakland),
FRED BRONSON

RECORD MIRROR
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Their new album "Hot Chocolate"

51AK 516'

including their latest single

í:'7S

r

.

SEE

HOT CHOCOLATE ON TOUR

"

Nov
Nov'
Ñ,
W.I.

1

_

-

Nov
9, NORWICH, Theatre Royal
' Nov
11
NEWCASTLE, City Hall
- Nov 12 -EDINBURGH, Leith Theatre
Nov .13 ABERDEEN, Music Hall
Gvic Hall
lion
Nov 15 -YORK, University
-H
LHEM'
Nov 16 -UVERPOOL,Royá! Court Theatre
SVYA.
Nov 18. -CROYDON, Fairfield Hell
1
: Nov
19 `-OX FORD, New Theatre '
5 -FOLKESTONE, Le
oll
Nov 20 -GLOUCESTER, The Leisure Centre
6 HANLEY, STOKE, Victoria Hall
Nov 21 -TRURCIMIlw Plaza
LANCASTER, University
. Nov 23 - LONDON, VCTORIA PALACE
LEEDS, University
ILL, New Theatre
-CARDIFF, University
iy
SALFORD, Uni
O VERH

~

INC

RAK 221
'

-

-

,

-

'Also available on tape

Marketed try EMI Rec wok l.mded 20 M.ncnes,e.So,.r. London WlAtE5

e
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For your

very real
pleasure
ROXY
MUSIC
-

THE

EARLY part of Roxy's press. "Yes, inde'ed," mumbled
British tour has been a succession Andy, not liking to admit that he
ot''welcome homes' far members was one of the London Mackays

Bryan Ferry, Eddie Jobson ano
heroes
Paul Thompson, though Ferry isn't strictly
a native of Newcastle, having grown up In
Washington some miles away.

Gustafson was the local lad
getting the especially ,glad eye.

"I did live here for tour years though and
went to university here. Before that when
we went into town to shop, It was always
Newcastle, not Durham or Sunderland. "

with not a cell of Scottish blood
bassist Johnny coursing through his veins.

of the band.
In Liverpool,

Then in Glasgow it was Andy
Mackay's turn. "Gud tae be home
agin, eh Andy?" smiled the local

"He'd never even been to Scotland
before he joined Rosy," laughed his wife.
Nevertheless, agreed all, Scotland was
very much Andy's show.
At Ur' next stop m the tour, Newcastle,
Rosy were able to boast three returning

stood out most on first
hearing were the set's

by

If, at the Newcastle City Hall show on
Sunday. the audience knew they were
watching three of their own men, they
didn't show IL If Roxy
PICS P.O,,,. Snnln
wanted a heroes' welcome, they were going to
and earn
have to earn it
It they were certainly
going to, but not before
the Sadistic Mika Band

-

w

1

e

had had
warming

.

first

a

shot at

the

place up

Orientals

41",(5

Q`G
O
s.

These infinitely scrutable Orientals have alot
going for them visually.
The' lead male singer,
strikingly clad, is probably the tallest Japanese
guy most Brltains have
ever clapped eyes on,

Mika herself Is
ravishingly attractive,

her presentation quite
unlike that of any other
female rock singer, and
the bass player has the
kind of looks that get
pinned -up on bedroom
walls.

Instrumentally

r

a

41-

rl

too,

they are remarkable.
Perhaps their greatest
assets being their drummer and the basslst.whom
we all gawped at
incredulously when he
began to play flamenco
style!
The band will undoubtedly be a big success here
eventually, but at the
moment their set is all
topsy turvy with all the
numbers that should be at
the start crammed in at
the end. Their vocals also
leave a lot to be desired at
times and the harmonies
often took ages cranking
up painfully before finally

--

meeting and sounding
fee a few moments
mary dicer s
The applause at the end
of the Mika Band's set
must have been heartening for them Support

bands don't

.-

L

opener, My Sentimental
Fool, andShe Sells.
Everyone got a Chance
to show off their talents:
Andy Mackay and Phil
Manzanera each did

always

succeed In getting such a
polite. attentive hearing.
After the interval when
Roxy came on, all eyes at
h rst turned to the two girl

singer / dancers who've
joined the line-up. They
looked fantastic in their
blue WRAF -style uniforms, designed for them
by Anthony Price, who

Ray Fox Cumming
Ferry's outfits. They
even had regulation
gloves tucked under their
does

-

great.
Throughout the evening, the girls' vocal
contribution was mixed
epaulettes

a useful and
sensibly unobtrusive level and their energetic
movements never let up,
which is some feat since

down to

they are corseted

alarmingly to make the
best of the costumes.
Once they'd had a look
at the girls, all the Ferry
look - alikes In the

audience were anxiously
awaiting the appearance
of their man to see they'd
got the garb right. Those
who were near spot-on
lost no Ume In tucking
their ties Into their shirts
when they saw that was
how Bryan wore his.

number from their solo
albums and both offerings
were highlights of the
evening and Ferry gave
us The In Crowd and A
Hard Rain's Gonna Fall
from his solo LPs.
One surprise of the
evening was the inclusion
of For Your Pleasure.
which Roxy have never
played on any previous

tour.

It's hard

to be the song most people
were singing as they went

out. Apart from on
Virginia Plain, which fell
to bits slightly in the
middle, the playing was
nigh on faultless through'

out and the sound was
good enough for us to
enjoy their work unimpaired. Eddie Jobson's
viola and Andy Mackay's
sax sounded particularly

Ferry's garb Is a Impressive.
development of the
military

style outfit he
the last tour,
comprising pale khaki
wore on
C1

-type shirt

sleeves rolled
short ones boys),
(tucked in above
button), patches
khaki webbing
waist and khaki

to

understand why they've
left It out so long. because
the version they played
knocked spots off the
recorded one and proved

All

round,

It was

a

powerful performance.
affirming my own view
Rosy are THE
(long - that
up, not British band of the
black tie seventies. When, towards
the third the end of the set, Ferry
asked rather diffidently:
on shirt,
belt at "Rosy rule OKI", not a
trousers soul in the place put in a

(slightly darker than

negative answer.

shirt).

PLAY GUITAR IMF

Confident

1st

DAY!

Ferry's stage persona
has developed enormously since we last saw him

on

tour here.

The

hesitancy and self

consciousness have gone
and he's got his whole
lumbering soldier Image
off to a T. As he strikes
one of his favourite poses,
back to the audience and
facing the drums, he looks
just like one of Tom Of

Finland's achetypal
studs.

Musically the show was
superb, without doubt the
best Roxy gig I've ever
seen. They played a lot of
material from the new

album Siren (due out
within a fortnight), but
never

too

stretch.

numbers.

much at a
the new
the two that

Of

NAVE FUNAND
FRIENDSHIPS
later playing big sound

pop music, party hill
Lawn quickly from Easy
Lesson Books Amazing
low cost,

ACT NOW
Wnte for FREE literature
describing this amazing
Easy Learn Method
MELODY MUSIC
seadlo UM. Sl,nIo,a won.
osano

a
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Sparks

- this time
..

.

and jeans."
The band recently had
a number one record In
Sweden with Get In The

F?

SPARKS
KNOCK
PARIS
DEAD

_
t eu

4

,

?i

i

Swing and amazingly
their latent album has
already gone gold
With their increasing
popularity all over the
globe, the band are
having to do more and

aa\
r`.

Ji-_
-e+1`

more tours-

I
e

Headed
To date they have a,

o

É
É

c

SPARKS: on stage, they go down tres sensational; as they say In France.

RUSS MAEL est un chic type. The fans are hungry, food is on most of
"Most people In France
' Tits went done very,
outside the stage door of the Olympia in our minds Small talk really liked the single, well,"
Russ tillers.
passed around Ute However it wasn't a
Paris, but he doesn't try to escape them by gets
"I explained the song In
table before the first major hit in England.
French, very
my
rusty
masquerading as a gendarme.
course -Is served. Russ.
"The reason for that Is briefly, and the crowd
has a kind of affaire although the chorus was responded in 'Ooh la
Instead he mingles
"Au revoir," they who
de coeur with Paris says very commercial the song

smiling like a true
star, and pleasing
them by speaking
the lingo.
Russ's French Is

scream, hands waving.
Indiscreet albums flying
"Tls a send off fit for a

it's

just ecstatic "
All along the road an
tantamount to Maurice
assortment of fans wave
Chevalier's English
and you know how cute
us on. Several try to run
with the coach but give up
that sou oiled.
when we gam speed
Ron talks about the
amazing response from
Ron. Dinky, Ian and the Panslenne fans, "It
Trevor are next to really was a pleasure to
appear. A phalanx 'of play the Olympia." he
young hopefuls go up to reckons.
shake hands, to touch, to
He looks tagged out, but
feel, to grope.
keyed up They say one,
Newcastle on a Satur- night in Paris is heavy
day night is never like going.
this! Not even mama is
safe!
When the sparks party
is safely tucked in the
We drive to L'Hotel,
cocoon of the charabanc,
the fans follow hot on their reputed to have the best
in town \ arlous
cuisine
whom
of
some
heels,
stand on tiptoe to Catch a Sparks people and hang
themselves
glimpse of the prize ers on sit wait
to be
down and
goldfish In their bowl
pampered. while JeanOne well built am Phonogram's
Claude.
demoiselle trying to reach
man In Paris, acts as a
the front file is literally
redcoat and
thrown across the road Butlin's type
and pirouettes In ungain answers to everyone's
whim.
resembling
ly splendour.
In the. main room
a bullock In ballet shoes.
and ending up in a there's real -life ducks
dishevelled heap on the paddling beside a decorative fountain On the right
floor.
Is a guy playing the piano
his Choice In music
while - you - chew Is
Another attempts to superb
sneak in the coach's back
I't's a great place for
door. but Is sniffed out by Sparks to do an
an aide de camp. who Impromptu show
shuts the dour with a
can just envisage
1
tremendous SLA AI
Russell singing Tits in his
Flash bulbs In alum - best tenor and Ron on
dance snap the odd piano looking pensive and
famous face, Last minute Parisenne in beret and
autographs are signed black turtle neck.
leaning out of the
However, everyone Is
windows.

Tucked

Fa99ed

Sniffed

-

to Join Silty of the fan elubs
SO many
write to
readers write in asking mentioned should
for fan club addresses, the address gi a en, encrex
this week sees the start of Ina a stamped, addressed
envelope.
u sirles giving details of
varinlis fan clubs.
Fan Club, Box No
St.ADI,
II you run a fan club, 4SF. London, W'IA4SF.
a id would Ilke to see
See reta ry: Dianadetails of sour particular IM embe,rs hip fee: 80p
orga nisa (Ion listed. U K , íi overseas.
please write W Ilya ow. 82
Studley Drive, Red- Six newsletters per year
bridge, Ilford. Essex, with pictures. comgiving details of nrmbcr petitions and an article.
ship fee. IacUit hyt pro- from Sal de in each.-vide& special nffersl etc.
Bipgraplt', discography's
Headers w hu would like "Stage facts__ and ,eliac

favourite

was a little hit different in
structure, and the words

"This evening's show

"Wow, it's incredible."

-

one of his

cities

Queen

says Russ. "The fans are

This Yneans

their entourage Is growing as quickly as Jack's
Beanstalk,

crew of 21, nearly twice as
many as last year's,
"We have as many as
four guys to do our
lighting and we've had to
hire a coupla people to

by Jan Iles

with the crowd,

,

"They're an amazing
audience hi play to All I
can ever see Is a sea of
blonde hair, everyone's
fair over there And they
all wear the same clothes.
Those anoraks, usually
blue or red, rubber boots

sur le continong.
Read how

From 15 down-

young
wards

On the road wit!

was our first engagement
in Pads since last year
and yet our fans were

really great. They hadn't
forgotten us at all. It was
like we'd never been
away.

"Playing

really
loves."

Paris is
one of ,my pet
In

were, kindá different
too

"

la's!"

The song is

a

poignant

one. but many folk
automatically think It's a

Joke when they hear the
'ho, ho, ho,' Is ,the

Explained

general reaction.

Other songs they did in
a ere a
mixture of favourites
from Kimino My House,
Propaganda and of

today's show

course, the newle

'Some people do
snigger." Russ agrees,
did when first I
"as
1

heard It.

"But If they

carefully to

the

listen
lyrics

The show proves his
Russ and Ron
enthuse that the fans were
ecstatic to the point of no
retu ni

point,

there's more lo the song
than they think."
The song which most
demonstrates the band's
visual competency Without on stage is Using
Hands
Town his the end of the
number they gradually
fade themselves out:
Russ in mousey whispers
repeats the chorus oros
over anti over again until
it's bendy audible,
While this is going on
the spotlight is on Russ,
and Ron's hands Russ
heads towards the wings
with the spotlight on him,
which Is gradually
shrinking, until It's just
on his mouth.

Illuminated

Apparently, when

' Finally the two Illuminated hands are the only
visible sign of life I hear
from camp members that

Sparks first walked on
stage. kids from the
audience shouted out
"Moon Over Kentucky."
"Moon Over Kentucky,"
which is a track from one
of Sparks' earlier albums.
'We've had something
like five albums out and
the fans were asking for
songs from the first one
"They had a great
knowledge of all our early
hits which was incredible,
they must have followed
ou r en U re career. -

The Parislenne audience reminded the boys
of American audiences in
that they are slightly
more mature Ile non
screamers, than the fans
back home In Britain,
In my estimation the
French know their music,
Get In The Swing, one of
Sparks' tastiest singles,
was more appreciated
over here than It was in

Britain.

ita

"We did Get In The

Swing for tonight's
encore," Russ informs RUSS MAEL.note the neat plastic footwear.
me_

fanclú

with messages from the
boys. Slade folder. Slade
offers at special reduced
prices, e g, full colour T
shirts. Crystal' Beamers,
Iron -on transfers. Crazee
Nile Programmes and
note paper Sheet music,
film strip and mint viewer

Secretary:

GLITTER Official
Fyn ,Club, P O Box 7B,

prices. Regular corn
petitions: winners either

London. E`yle 2HW,

"We also have

photographer

with

a

us,

Creamer, who
has been taking all the
group's stage edicts,"
After tonight, Sparks
Richard

are headed for Brussels,

Inst of their

the

continental gigs before
coming to Britain. After
that they go to the States,
where they're currently
causing a lot of tongues to
wag
Russ elaborates- "The
American audiences sur
prised me. They really
freaked out the last Urhe
we played there, "
Actually females of all
shapes, sizes and sections

seem to worm to Sparks
in general and Russ In

particular

Flow did Russ copewith
these impetuous fmales
flocking to his plastic
Sandals?
"Oh well, I guess I

,

it's very skilfully done
haven't changed that
"We also do It Ain't much. Pm no different
1911 without the fiddle of since I've been with
course, but 11 is Sparks
compensated by u jolly
improvisation."
Sparks leave out Looks
.00ks looks as they are
working on something
"I mean, It's great
zappy and highly unusual when I get letters from
for that when they come to girls asking me to marry
doing It onstage
them and stuff. whereas
,Britain will be first to before I used to think
sample Looks, Looks nobody would ever want
Looks, live, although to marry me.
Russell won't tell me what
"It's very flattering "
they have in store for us
One délicate lady Ls
"We want to surprise going to be linked with
everyone in England," is him
but only on a
all he will say
professional basis, The
Their continental tour dame In question Is
has been a success
Marianne Faithful, She
Sparks are big shots in and Russ are planning
Scandinavia especially. exciting new musical
having been voted the projects
best band by TOP? mug
"I can't tell you much
last year
about it right now." says
"They gave us each u Russ lend ass ft's getting
trophy of a wooden horse, interesting], "nothing
I felt like an Olympic has yet been finalised "
In my humble opinion.
runner," smiles Russ
"It was kinda cute Ms Faithful is no mean
Actually our audiences In substitute for big brother
Scandinavia are very Ron'

-

-

G %RN

but when you're travelling as much as we are
It's important we have
someone to keep our
clothes dean and fresh

Linked

4

Appreciated

ItF,CAL'ki,

take care of our
wa rrlrobes
"It may sound trivial.

Miss

Sue

Drake.
Membenthl fee: 11 per
annum UK, D. 50 over.
seas

Gold printed membership
Card, biography and
signed photograph. Quar-

terly newsletter Club

sells Gary Glitter posters,
tee shirts at reduced
meet Min or

receive

41(

a year
which include reprints of
features in newspapers.

SIX newsletters

letter from him if he Is
away Pen friends also
arranged. Send SAE.
SPARKS Official Fan

(lab, Admin secretary:

Joseph Fleury. B Basing
Street. London W '11

Membership secretary:
Brian Hawkins. P 0 Box
14, Waltham Cross,
Hertfordshire. ENB SJQ.
Membersdip fee: £1 per
annum for Great Britain
and Europe.

etc. , biographies, fact
sheets, a poster, member-

ship card, badge and
photographs plus special
offers on records, T-shirts
and scarves. Competitions' recent prizes
include handwritten lyrics to an album and a
Jacket worn by Russell
Meet Informal meeting

arranged with stare

whenever possible. Man;
aged eight to 30,
3,00(1 members here and

bees

500

SAE
Q

in the Stater

Send

I'F.CN; Tne Inter -

ti emit I Queen Pan Club,
e/0 1'st and Surf-. 40 South
Audrey Street. Mayfair.
London. W I

slenibership tee: 75p
Membership cards, quarterly newsletters, biographies. letter from the

band to the

fans.

Stickers, tremblers, posters. Queen headed writjng paper and sung books
der sale at reduced
prices Pen pals_ Bopgto
have Clirlstmui outing
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GREATEST H1T5
DYNA-MITE
LONELY THIS
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CHRISTMAS
OH BOY
PLUS MANY OTHER HITS
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KMarketed by EMI Records
EMI Records Limned
London WI A / ES

OUT NOW

Also Available on Cassette
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THE SMILE has waned.
Pilot are po-faced about a

number of things in the
nhlsic biz, especially the
goings
on

charts.

In

the ABC

David Paton,
down, says thatlooking
their

_current single, Just
Smile,

should be higher

t

-..".:IbM1*jielp~4~~1111,'

-

.1111

A

_.

1n
the charts than 1t is at the
present time. Bill Lyall
makes no comment. He just
gazes out of the window,
declares he's mad/fed-up
and hates the Labour
Government.

NtG

.

fraught when I mention that maybe
the reason for Just A Smile's
hearted success is because half.
Pilot
have cheated a bit try unleashing
a
re.releaae on the public.
"I don't think that's the case,"
returns David. "I mean when Just
A Smile was first released
In June
1974. people didn't get a chance to
hear It through lack of airplay."
"It should be higher than 31,"

1P

shouts Bill.

"And I think we should let
public k now what's going on. " the
I can understand their dilemma.
Magic got to number seven In the
BBC charts, selling 900;000 copies.

ingly."

_

.

4

,

17-"S.`

1

1

Just A Smile has sold something in
the region of 270.000 and Is only at
number 31 Work thatone out.
"It happens quite often. A lot of
artists we know have complained
about the system But what can we
all do?" pleads David.
"It's the Labour Government",
quips Bill. "Bring back the
peasants and the Lards; and sort

out the

''f!

.

i

I make things considerably more

/.

1/
P

~

I

r

/7'

1

v
U

r,

people accord-

When Just A Smile fades
out altogether, Pilot are
changing tactics. Hitherto
all their singles have been
penned by Paton, but their

next one will probably be
written by Bill.
"It's a cold song," Bill
explains. "It made me
shiver when I wrote it. But
I think it's sumptuous. "
Was he inspired by
anything or anyone?
"No, I Just wrote IL I'm
not like him," (points to
David),"he has to look at
mountains and skies when
he writes.
Most critics realise that
Pilot are excellent musicians and are capable of
attracting older audiences.
they perpetuating
their good looks and
immense charm solely for
their young fans who prefer
Pilot to stick to pretty
melodies and hand -clapping ditties?
Were

formed a
"When
group the last thing on our
minds was to become a
teenybopper band. It Just
happened that way.
we

Tradesman

"We wanted to

be

songwriters but people

handling us at the time said
that 1t would be better to do
our own songs than to let
other people sing them. "
Nature took its course
and made them into stars.
the
It was the last thing inone,
world David, for
expected. Even today he

Pilot: 'The Sixties would
-have suited us far more'
says he never consciously
sits down and writes a hit.
"We're not a manufac-

tured band", affirms

David. "When I write a
I don't think, 'Ah
yeah, that's a number one',
It's Just like being a
tradesman. I hate It when
people say we're rubbish,
and that we're not serious
about our music. It upsets
song

me.''
Bill interjects; ,'When
Pilot got to number one

with January I went,out of
my head. I kept hearing it
on the radio. People used to
say to me, 'That song's
getting on my nerves, why
do they keep playing it. I'm
going to write to the radio',
and I answered, 'Yeah, I
agree, come on I'll help you

write in'. "
Ha, great The pseudo
big -shot star manner isn't
featured In their book of
rules.

First and foremost David
sees himself as a
songwriter, not

rushing about will make
you breathless and ht a
tiro - watt. The trouble
with your quick - paced
life is that you miss an

awful

LIBRA

(Sept 24 to Oct 23)
If you meet up with too

many undesirables,

then the best possible
way of giving then the
slip is to make them feel
ill at ease and totally

unwanted. Your bitchy

lot, especially

when it comes to new
romances. It's best to
throw a few glances,
and tickle their fancies.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov 23 to Dec 21)
You worry too much
about Minor things.
Your life all' become
one big headache If you

streak should make
them run up the
Blackpool Tower for

yourself. You are liked

(Oá20

go a little too far when it
comes to proving your

cover.
SCORPIO

to Nov 22)

What a week! All that

don't take hold of
and respected, but you

worth,.

Remember:

a

star, and

Bill

sees himselt as "the
brains behind Pilot". Both
of them are more at home In

the studios than performing to over excited
girls who flip if one of them
so much as blows their nose
off stage. However there Is
a slight conflict within the
band, for Stuart Tosh and
Ian Bairnson prefer being
on the road.

"Ian and Stuart are
dedicated to live things, but
we're not" David says. "I
don't want to sound like an
old timer, but since the age
of fifteen I've been In
umpteen bands who have
gigged up and down the
country - from Glasgow to
Soufend, like, know wot I
mean?" (his Cockney's not

C

PRICORN

(Dec 22 to Jan II)
Not a good time to -think
about changes. It will
be better to stick to the
of routine as new
ventures might leave
you disillusioned and as
unwanted as a go go
dancer at the Sally

Army
AQUARIUS
(Jan 22 to Feb

You

by Jan

Iles
David prefers Southern
Comfort, and admits It's his
only vice.
"The only time I've taken
anything else was when the
doctor prescribed vailum
for my nerves," says
David. "A few months ago
everything was getting too
much and I just had to

when someone
broke into his car, things
just don't seem to go my
way anymore. I've Just
written a song'called Lady
Luck, saying I want It
back. Honeeily, I'm tired of
malt big money. I was a lot
happier when I had time to
write my songs "
Bill can't believe it: "I
think that's a very silly
thing to say. The more
money we make, the
happier I am. "
To each his own
Future plans on Pilot's

agenda Include tours

escape somehow. "

a visit to the States
and a new album, the latter
of which they start on thts

abroad,

Knicked

week.
"We've already got eight
new songs for the album,
but we'll be doing only four

Hal/ a year on David
feels more equipped to
_cope. But deep down he
bad).
still Isn't as happy as he
Bill, pulling a face like a
was before fame came his
smacked lemon says: "I
way
rooms
hate suitcases, hotel
"Since I've made money
and bad food. Gigging I've had nothing but bad
doesn't appeal to meat all.
luck," he says seriously. "I
Unless there's plenty of
mean, today Stuart has hiswhisky In the dressing
golf clubs and drum kit
roam!".

Rome wasn't built in a
da

will

be

the

peacemaker this week,
trying to achieve perfect
harmony In the camp.
Your colleagues will try
even harder to upset the

apple cart,

sour grapes might turn
into sparkling Champagne
- togethers-

PIegget

(Feb Veto Mar20.)
The bigger they are the
harder they fall, so don't
worry about ten ton
weaklings who are all

talk, no do. Surprises by
the bagful will be yours
for the grabbing. 'Rick
in while the going's
good.

17)

but

patient with them

be

-

"But," David warns,

knlcked

ARIES
(Mar21 to Apr20)
Those around you will
be thinking they're the
office / schoolroom's
answer to Joan of Arc
and that you are just a
swanky yoting upstart
who gets all the perks.

during the first session. "

Pilot have

TAURUS

(Apr 21 to May21)
You'll be feeling extra

pleased with yourself
this weekend. And no

wonder, you're acting
as though you're the
greatest thing since
sliced bread We all
know that you're fair of
face and agile of mind
But you're not the only
fish In the sea,

GEMINI
May

22

to June

few

surprises in store. David
and Bill tell me we've all
heard the last of the hand
claps, from now on their
style will be more mature.

Just casually remind
them that If they were in
your shoes they'd do the
self same thing.

(

a

21

)

Your life hasn't been
that exciting lately But
then you're not doing
much about your boring

"people won't be able to
Instantly recognise our
stuff like they used to. We
have the moslclanshlp

within the- band to
experiment with new
ideas ",
be

"We'd like our songs to
successful," they say.

"Forget about Pilot. We'd
like people to say 'that's a
good song', and hope that
some of our stuff will
eventually turn into desales like Hey Jude for
example.

"This happened a lot In
the sixties. There were so
many great singles around,
people know the tunes, but
may not have known the

group's or the singer's

name.

David concludes:

would have suited us far

more."

state of affairs. Fortu-

nately for you, a
mysterious outsider

may cross your path,
knock you off your
kipper and show you
how ¡olive.

CANCER

(June 22 to July

"I

often think to myself 'If only
we'd come on the scene a
decade earlier."The sixties

29 )

People are tittering into
their white kid gloves
because they never take

your nature (whatever
It is) seriously. At your
most charming you're a
joy to get on the rug
but at your worse close

-

friends could very
easily flog you to the
Arabs.

LEO
(July 24 to 4,423)
You might be selling

your soul to the red
necks, but boy are you
whooping it up on the
wild side. Life is just a
bowl. of oranges whatever you tackle: Milling up the river or
playing bingo is sheer
Joy.

VIRGO
(Aug24 to Sept23)

If you wish

to be really
honest with someone
near to you then do It
gently. The truth often
hurts. Also the tables
could turn and people
might tell you some real
hard facts about yourself_ Remember to take
out the cotton wool from
your ears

1
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from being a hippy or whatever it

IT HAD to happen.

was to now

Stardom and 'Bob Marley
Were nside for each other.
And it's been happening.
Slowly but surely over the
last two years.
The word's been spreading
about Bob and his Wailers on
record, what with evangelists like
Eric Clapton helping things along
(and no doubt making a few bob
in the process) via I Shot The
Thingy.
All It needed was the man
himself to, er. make the word
flesh, as they say in the good
paperback_
Anyway, as you may recall.
Bob and his ladles and gents
finally made It over this summer
and proved that not only is he a
master of catchy melody and
compelling rhythm, but that he
and his band can also cut it real
good on stage.
Flash bulbs popped, tape
recorders clicked, and Wailers
albums sold by the truckload
All that remained was a chart

-

single
hurriedly

So

"lf you

-

Hibbert lot the Maytalal,

"Plenty people can say that
because them don't want to do it"But it shouldn't be a thing
about the guy who wear thifl" (he
indicates his locks) "and the guy
who don't wear It. It should be
one whole thing for everybody."
Is the Rasta life and situation
the most important stimulus in
your writing?

"The living business, lifestyle
and situation, all of it.

''But you get the Ideas
most of my songs,
them gone
This last word comes out like a
sad sigh.
"Most of my best songs them .
" he repeats.
.
gone. ,
"Come to me in the day and me
and me
tape
recorder
a
no have
put It on the guitar but it. . gone
sits! Chao - choo . .. never
anywhere

...._

domain.

pages back on the

calendar..

.

and.
, they presto'
Ml of a sudden It's the day
after Bob's triumphant first night
.

at London's Lyceum Ballroom
and he's elegantly slumping his
denim clad dancer's body in an
armchair In his hotel room with

drink at his elbow.
He's completely oblivious to the
mumblings and slurpings of the
horde of distraught loonies who
scurry ever so respectfully
around the perimeter of the five
feet or so of cool Caribbean aura
he projects
Bob Marley's like that though,
He's one of those people who
could sit in the middle of the field
during a Wembley cup final and
read a book without getting his
foot trodden on or,ever losing his
an Ice cold
'

cool

Okay chaps and chapesses,
enough of this scene setting and
character building, you wenna
hear what the big M got to say.
right? Right.
The next- album, says Bob.
should be under way by
November Right' now all he
wants is to gel back home and
start rehearsing
The most significant thing
about the Wailers success from a

/

...

get It again."
"But then them come back in
tickle pieces. It gone out of your

)

on.

-

a

deeply religious man who seems
very suspicious of the recent
Rasta explosion?

.

Bob. . Bob?
appears Bob's not in
Oh dear
right now Too busy working on'
his next album or something. No
matter, we'll simply stick a few

k

they can be Rastas wl thout
growing dreadlocks and Nearing
people like Toots
the clothes

)

-

having undertaken the
obligatory spot of recaidtration
(that's walking backwards for
those who forgot to bung their
dictionaries) let's zoom In on Now

a

now the way.
"You got poeple who do It
because It's trendy or because
you get plenty girls, but that's not
the real thing."
But what about people who say

issued Natty
Dread. which had sunk like a
stone a few months earlier and it .
sank 'Ikea stone.
Still. all good things come to he
who hangs about, and the,live No
Woman No Cry has broken the
final barrier to total Wailer
acceptance in Queen Elizabeth's
So

"

could become

Rastafarian'

Island Records

re

I

BOB MARLEY and 'dread locks". It started as 'Knotty Head'; and then aMaican street slang
made it "natty dread'; and then dread locks. You get the effect by not combing them, ever.

memorance, but after a while"
(he snaps his fingers) "you get a
tickle piece of it "
Is it worrying that Jamaican
audiences might turn away from
the Wailers as they roll on

towards inevitable superstrictly commercial point of view
is that although they cut a

sizeable bag of records back
home In JA, their music didn't
start to reach a non - Jamaican
audience until the group hitched
up with Island records a couple of
years back

Now there are some reggae
purists who'll claim that Marley
left his roots behind when he
Funnily enough
Joined Island
these people always seem to forget that Marley has always
been (and still Is, for all his rebel

-

lyrics) primarily a pop writer.
Song's like Stir It Up and Guava
Jelly had been popularised by

Bob's buddy Johnrry Nash long
before anyone had even heard of
r
the Wailers.
Still, let's toss the bone of
contention In his direction

anyway

"Nab, I can't

see

it Because,

since we been with Island, we
start doing the musicourseives.
"The music has not really
changed but before you'd Just go
in the studio with some musicians
and It's the first time them hear
the song and they go in the studio
and play it.
"Now we can sit down and
rehearse a fickle "
Great tackle Bob baby. On to
meatier business then
like

-

when Bob Joined up with that
mystical blend of Old Testament,
ganja, and revolution known as
the Rastafarian movement:
"Me love the lifestyle.
"I was always a Rasta because
Rasta la nothing you become, It's

some kind of messianic leader
figure in the Caribbean hot - pot?

you."

Africa which

we've heard?
"Yeach. Nobody like Rasta,"
he laughs.
But they're very peaceful
people, aren't they?
"Very very peaceful people:
But you see, people don't love
Rasta and don't want to accept
Rasta 'cause Rasta say
wickedness must end.

"Me have no idea when that
will happen but soon plenty
people will come together In

"And some people do too much
wickedness and them, don't

really worrying about the
Rastafarian movement, and it's
this. Rastas say that Babylon

something you have inside of
And is there still as much
persecution of the Rastas as

wanna hear that "
But you've never suggested
that violence is the solution ..
"Violence -is never the solution.

"Me?

"No, me can't be a leader, Me
can only say what me can say.
Me can't really lead, me to 'ave
the ability to lead."

And does he see the return to
is a cornerstone of
Rasta belief as a practical Idea?
He does:

righteousness and help one
another.
"People dig people
without
television and the news and the
movies and everything. Without
them telling you which way to go,

-

me know people love people. "
There's only one thing that's

(

.

Violence 'appen. Violence Is
never the solution but I know that
violence must 'appen.
"They call themselves peace
officers and they deal the
violence," he laughs drily.
And how does Marley react to
the possibilities of his becoming

their word for western

civilisation) will destroy itself,
and only the Rasta faith will savepeople
the faith acting like a
Noah's ark.
Thing Is, will whitey get a ticket

-

for the trip'
You can stop sweating. It's all
right, anybody can become a
Rasta.
"That Ls what will happen.
That's how the world change

stardom?
"We - e - II. Let me tell you one
thing, me no believe in this super
business. Me believe in
righteousness.
"You might find one or two
people who say blab blab boom
boom. . but me dúl't care.
,

"Y'see, If 1 come to your house
and beg some bread you give me
the bread, but once me get me
own bread mebbe you don't want
know me no more . .

But being a Rasta and a
wealthy pop singer don't seem to
exacUy go hand in hand, do they?
Bob laughs:
"Me don't make much money,
but my father's God and he own
everything, know what I mean?"
Sorry Bob, must've slipped my
mind.
But when you really get down to
it, it doesn't really matter who (
anybody) Is fooling who in
Rastaland. What counts is that
Bob Marley's most eloquent voice
is his music
and you don't have
to think about what that's saying
loo much. In fact, It's quite
difficult to think about anything
at all when the Wailers sing and
play all you have to do is let it
make you feel good.
And feeling good in the
company of Bob Marley just
happens to be one of the easiest
things in the world.

t

-

-

by Giovanni Dadomo

WARNING TO GROWN UPS
Dancing to 'RUN, RU N, RUN' by GANG
Can damage your health

'

BTC 1008

See them on 'Look Alive' on ITV Tuesday November 4th
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THERE'S NOTHING nouveau riche about Morris Albert. Ire's
always been used to the better things In life. A house in his native
Rio de Janeiro complete w ith swimming pool
an Alfa Romeo and a Puma plus a tea others. and cars that include
So when In London he chooses to stay
at the Ritz, where else . .
The Ritz Is turn

of the -century, a retro
look modern. Forget those potted palms, the style that would make the Ill - fated Biba
Is pure marble.
The elite sit round sipping aperitifs mullingRitz
over the incredibly difficult problem of
whether it should be

nolsette d'agnaeu
chateaubrland for luncheon today, Tall
frocked staff are on hand to help with theordecision
]toms Albert, real name Mauricio Alberto Kaiserman,
second son of a French
mother and Palesunlan
steel millionaire father, is
relaxing In his suite of
David
rooms and sipping tontc
water
he says confidently, "r
"When I recorded
The Ritz has a special hope to have a few more
Feelings in Brazil I didn't
rule. No one, but no one, hits and then I'm getting
have the opportunity to
is allowed into
luncheon out.
meet the kind of lop
unless they're wearing a
I don't really
all producers and engineers
tie. Morris doesn't have that show businesslike
they have In the States,"
crowd
one, preferring to sport
anyway most of
a
are he says "The new album
turtle - neck shirt and nouveau -riche," them
will include songs In
he adds,
cardigan. He is about to "When I get back to my French and Spanish
as
be dented the high society house in Rio I
well as disco stuff like
cut
myself
gossip and forced to lake off Completely from show Everybody
Loves
SomeIun cehon in his room
business."
body."
From a choice of
He means he doesn't
But really he's a totally
buttons that Include hang out with
Committed Brazilian, self
"personal servant" and Brazilian stars fellow
- confessed romantic and
like
"valet" he presses one Sergio Mendes and balladeer. He's modest
that summons the floor Astrud Gilberto.
when talking of the
waiter - ,
"I've Just bought a
success of his hit single.
"Oh, they have no house high above new
Ipa"I was really surprised
Tavel," says Morris nema Beach in Rio. I had when
went to number
thumbing through the to get out of the old one one Init Brazil
but even
wine list. "I don't believe because too many
more surprised when It
people
it but they really don't found out I lived there and stayed there for six
have any Tavel, Isn't that they came round for months, and when It
Incredible?"
handouts- The servants became a hit
Tavel Is this 24 - year - were Instructed to give was amazed, In America I
old Brazilian's favourite them food Instead of
"I suppose I am the
French rosé. He drinks money and few of them most internationally
sucros6 at luncheon, pre- came back.
cessful Brazilian singer
ferring It to the more
"Rio really is the only at the moment, but I don't
heady red. In the end he place to live, It's free think I'm the best "
settles on a Portuguese from pollution. Summer
He's a Jew,
he
Mateus which will be all year round, white admits he's though
not
accompanying a half sand, clear sea and the pletely orthodox, comand
dozen escargots followed most beautiful girls in the becomes serious when
by steak tartare.
world.
talking of the
He speaks French.
"I certainly won't go religions of Brazil spirit
width
English, Portuguese, and back to living in many Europeans would
Spanish and has sold America. "
pass off as being mere
Yet he will be heading superstitions.
more than 6,000,000 copies
of his single Feelings for New York's Hit
"There are people In
Factory studios next Brazil who Can tell you
throughout the world.
"I aim to be In this month to begin work on a
about yourself and'how to
business about three - and new albumof mainly self - guard against danger I
was once told that
-a half years, that's all," penned songs,

by

r

Hancock

From Rio to the Ritz

Now

II'

rl

/-:

LA,.,

'kb

8
1

».7...:=1"..

and
tat - frocked waiter
appears with a trolley
table of French snailss a rrid
prawns and Morris sets
about taking a midday
the

p.

MORRIS ALBERT: self confessed romantic.
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meal
It's the price you pay
for not wearing

1,1
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Clurent

Y

grins, "but

he

I'm not saying what. U
the story Is good and I
think I'm suited to the
part then I would acCept.
"Al the moment my
brother and I are In the
process of selling the steel
industry in Rio. 'Thanks
to God I've never really
been short of money In my

Imo

.

`11

a

life..^
The door is opened

f

.

.11:4;-

offers,"

r

I

Includes
His

'

has

he

to start touring Britain
and Europe m the New
Year. And his handsome
dark looks and smouldering eyes have already
caught the 'mat/Marion of
Hollywood. After three
and a halt yearn In the
pop brininess he could
nerve Into films.
"I've already had a few

P

9109 204

-s

lose.
' Some Brazilians scat.ter flowers on the sea a nd
leave bowls of food for the
spirits as a kind of 'thank
you'. "
But his feet are firmly
om the ground when he
laths of his career.
always wanted to be
a musician," he confides,
"ever acmes I was 12 yearn
old. I was to two groups
The Thunders and Hang
man before I went to the
States to study English
and music. Two years In
America was enough. "

permanent five
piece
backing band and plans

PLANT LIFE

'!

kill

"It's a personal thing
but if someone tells you
that by doing something
you will avert danger
then you do It After all
you have nothing left to

Latin mea s
lavish

HERBIE
FLOWERS
Go Potty Over
His Album
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THE LOOK ALIVE studio, in Granada's listening to whatever she
Manchester TV centre, resembles says. It's understandable The lady has
something out of the Hobbit.
en or - mous, er, charmA lavish abunprogramme

dance of giant
plastic flowers and

several spotted
mushrooms stand
illuminated unter
the studio lights.

Tonight's audience look
mostly under 13. They
stare up at the big camera

men who show them how
to applaud and cheer.
A couple of kids chew on
Mars Bars. They are

accompanied by their
Gran who takes off
pinching patent shoes and
places them on the empty
bench beside her.

The

lovely

Stephanie

De Sykes is the hostess
with the modest for this

brand

13 -week

nee.

children's series.

The seemingly immortal Muriel Young (remember her back In the

preceded
Stephanie's Look Alive.
Ayshea, In a,revealing

the Scots

lot), -and

whose lift

Ayshea,

off

Although she Ls every
hotblooded male's idea of

.

"bit - of
she's also

al

a

shawl and jeans is

right,"

album."

a fascinating
reconteur, and a great
lover of Sweet Martini
She begins the conversation by telling me about
the show
applaud extra loudly
"We record two shows
"hen she does her song,
every fortnight. I come
up to Manchester on the
Tuesday and come back
Stephanie. however, to London the following
remains In full of repose Wednesday evening.
and in full command.
Nothing's gone wrong, so
The recording runs far. We haven't missed
smoothly. The only re- the 7. 10 yet."
take is Gordon, Bennett's
Stephanie records all
song. He Is incidentally the backing tracks and
cohost with Stephanie performs to them live on
and rumour had it he was the show.
going to call himself
So how was she choseñ
Justin Time.
think for the role as presenter?
Gordon Bennett is much
"I don't really know.
more litUng.
I'd done shows for Mu
After the show we go by before I appeared on 45
train to London with and Lift Off we're great

bouncing around like a
kitty on a tin root She's
coaxing the kids to clap in
all 'the right places, and
warns them they'd better

Chagrin
release In the upcoming
weeks Is Stephanie's new

single,

Stephanie seems to be
a pin-striped
gentleman who Is unasha
medely staring al her-and

infatuating

which

a

flopped

Into ob-

scurity, much to MsSykes
chagrin, It was one of her
favourites.
"You could say it's a
change in direction," she
agrees "It's blatantly
commercial compared to
Jesse" Igrms) "I think
It's A Crying Shame will
be a hit, I hope so,
"I played the whlje
label at Brands Hatch

recently,

before

,t1
t.

*

we

decided it would be the
next single, and the Radio
One DJs who were there
said, 'you gotta release it
as a single.

mates. She's been trying
ages!" she
says jokingly, of course.
It is Stephanie's first
to get me for

crack at a show of this
kind How was she
enjoying working with
kids In short trousers and

"David Hamilton really
raved ahout U
"But do you know. it
didn't even get on Radio
One's piny Ilst this week.
I couldn't believe
Show biz is enough to
flummox the most placid
pop person. In this line,
promises are no more
than passing wind, they
make themselves heard,
then disappear and are
forgotten.
Al least Stephanie Is
mentally equipped to cope
with the situation.
On the surface, how
ever, she may appear to
he the perennial blonde
pin-up with an exgólslte

'

"Oh, they're great. If

you can't get any reaction
from kills, you can't from
anyone. They're smashing, and great fun to work

with."
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cleavage but the broad
has brains.
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turned out that

discussing
pollUcs with a man from
Anchor Records and is
leading2.0
It baffles him. "Most
meet don't
pop stars
now, she Is

1

Isl"

When she Isn't working,
Steph likes to spend time
at home with her hubby.
Vow does she cope with

ia

e,

man's Sunday lunch.

01'

the next?

"it

isn't too difficult, I
don't feel as though I have
to alter my personality all
that much. Like. I'm A
being the centre of 'scatterbrain so if I try to
attention one minute. and be something which I'm
In the kitchen cooking the
not. especially In my
career, I'd more than

likely

to

come

o

cropper. "
S he's obviously no bitch
either.

Glamour
Point in case: Ayshea
appeared on her pro'

gramme that

evenIng
and that, dear friends,
really speaks for Itself.

"Ayshea's * lovely
person," Steph opines
Really. She always had
me on her show's, ahIY
been good to me

"Actually. I'd line

see

more

Alive

I'm

les

on

hopingadl

to

L ok
to get

Lynsey to appear for one
of

»~

"Don't get me
II
I'm not campnlgning for
Women's Lib, but

I

think

It's time we saw more
ladles in the business
"There was a epal-P In
W'e had
the spring
Minnie Rlperlon, Syrerta
LaBelle, Klkl, and many
other ladles in the chart»
That's how it should

always be

"Besides women ar*
glamorous than
Mona Lill
men. LI
had been a male, I doubt
more

it

if it would have

sauced

such a sensation.

"Ladles are
tolook al "

he

belonged to the agency
who designed my record

°

'¡l
'tf

even know what day It

-

he must have been
about 25, or 26, he started
to lake a fancy to me, and`
asked meouL
"Unfortunately we had
nothing in common, It
really shattered my
Illusions.
"Well, I drew on this
memory for a song
.'Just' recently 1 heard
from him. You see It
17

I.

STEPHANIE DE SYKES, presenter of Granada TV's Look Alive

-

:

1

:

I

-

,4 r

l
,.{J

,t

It"

frilly frocks'

Look Alive had Its
premier TV showing last
Tuesday and will be seen
every Tuesday thereafter
for 13 weeks.
The programme's format is a mixture of pop
Interviews, competitions.
pop songs, dance, film
excerpts
even fashion
shows. It's all sclntillat
Mg stuff for the young
viewer.
"We even have classical music on one of the
shows," Stephanie adds
"The kids are interested
in all kinds of music
not
just pop."
Steph herself sings one
song In every show. This
evening she did a number
called You Didn't Want
To Know, which Is
featured on her new
album. She co-wrote the
song with Chas Mills of
Rain.
"There's a funny story
behind the song," Stephanie begins. "Many
years ago I idolised my
best friend's big brother
For years I thought he
was fantastic, but he
never noticed me.
"Anyway when I got to

Crying

previous single Jesse

by Ja n Iles

booze

A

departure from the

-

,

It's

'Shame. This one's quite

1

Gang's and De Syke's
entourage. There's noth
ing finer than being in a
diner, noshing delightful
steak and kidding pie and
washing it down with

1

Also scheduled for

Repose

old days with Wally

Whyton and Pussy Cat
William?) is the show's
producer. She's been
involved with children's
programmes for aeons.
Tonight's guests are
Gang. a chirpy London
band with bum fluff on_
their chins, and very
pretty faces (they could
be England's answer to

sleeve. Talk about a
coincidence.
"I bet he'll have a hell
of u time when people
learn I've dedicated a
song to him on the

GORDON SENNETT Is co -presenter and he sings
too

a

pleasure

I'm sure the gent in le
pin -stripe agrees

73
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Two all-time classics,
now available on one
superb single

SONG'
r
Looks Lo oks Looks
el
Written by Ron Ma
Sting by Sparks

One look at her and anyone can tell
that she's on fire
Spot her error
Spot her error
Spot her error
Well now she's all over you.

You had sense you had style. you

had cash galore

Looks looks looks

You employed her,

addressed her in

formal fashion
Still you bore her because you ain't
Got a nose that's straight, a set of
perfect teeth
You got a built In.scat that makes

U1

,

you look effete
You know that
Looks looks looks
Are why you rely on books.

Looks looks looks
From the eye to the brain's just an
inch or two
Looks looks looks
From the eye to the heart's only

Because of
Looks looks looks
As long as you're long on looks.

slightly farther
The smart grow smarter
But still can't compete and they
l

1

know
Deep down that they are scared for
life
And that a face can launch a

.01 .1

Looks looks looks
No It's not very hard to make hiatory
Looks looks looks
Just some cavalry andy good
uniform
That the In places
Where everyone tends to
Look and marvel at the way you lead
them on
And look and marvel at the way you
win

Spot her error
Spot her error
Spot her error

Well now she's all over you.

thousand hips
It's gonna be alright
If It ain't don't blame me it's your

Looks looks looks
Far away chore at hand It's the only
thing
Looks looks looks
On the seas and the sand any place Is

looks.

At night she masquerades her
passion
Covered by a veil of calm
Say puton your shoes
Say put on your shoes
No use

laced

With those who have It
And those who can only
Look.
(c) Copyright 1575 island Music Ltd.
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The Hamilton

with a happy
feeling (s)
Deigns, perhaps, lo give one the
name of the group (61
The one enjoying a momentous
love? (5)
Anun - loving lot? (7,4)

Il
12

11
15

Unnatural Momenta' album? (5)

New ploy Rod used lo find the

name of ~label (7)
Musically painted toes? (I)
Such lighting as Leo Sayer dotal
(4)
Swingin' types to hace had
Sinatra sine for them (I)
Proeul )larum girl boxer! (7)
Where Winifred Is eollectiag
some water? tI)
A name which west with Delaney
(6)

Smooth

-

running sort

of

Zeppelin finally (5)
The critical one that Don Canny
Was out nn (ID

SOLUTION TO LMT WEEK'S PUZZLE

Breakfast.
(John) Deacon. 9 Grease.7 Gimme.
IOSparks.
13 Do- sing 15 Dance& 18
My Life.
19

`The History of The Hollies'

Roads.

1

20 Wing

-field.

DOWN:

Kids.

4

1

Bombers.

Am-ands,

Prairie
IreDian(a).
11

CROSSWORD ENTRY FORM

5

2

Emerson.

Agog.

6

No 493

ADDRESS
Pleases sale T. shirt size:

La rgel

3

Snows.

12 Richard. 13 Drums. 11
16 Disc 17 Keel.

NAME.................................. .................
.

115
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Something entertaining at

ACROSS:

from the forthcoming double album set

W1A

DOWN

marvellous litter collector

Scarborough (4)

E ANNE'
Man,M by IMI RecMds bmdad. 20. Manchaste Square, tondos

A

making a hit (5,67
A Douglas and a Thomas (5)
Hello, It's a New York one (61
Molorblking Chris (8)
Letters for Mike with his
coalition 14)

medium/ small Ring approprlatr sire
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for that
fat black so -

A.

I

LINDA LEWIS, curreñtly Britain's
favourite home-grown black singer, doesn't
mince her words. The upbringing she
received in East' London's dockland area
.
has given her a rare honesty.
and In fact she has the
On the subject of -talent
she
what
-to prove

her-biggest hit
His

single, It's In
Kiss, she says "It's
nice but it`s like
three million other

disco records

except for

-

my

voice.

And that's only the
beginning ..
Relaxing in her record
Company offices high
above Mayfair, cheerfully cocky Linda has a lot to
say about the state of
black music today
"I've lost my adoration
for the American soul
sound," she admits_ "It's
probably because I, have
been there, but now I
prefer my kind of sound.
"You see, what the
Americans are getting Ls
not the same as when Otis
Redding was around.
"Now it's more the
watered down sound of
people like the hill -Liter
which is pleasant but
no( what I call soul.
"Al Green is about the
only American now who
gets the right type of
sound. People don't seem

-

to be as adventurous as
they used to be "

Such outbursts have
proved that Linda Lewis
isn't a little girl anymore,

says when she sings.
to capture
-"1'm trying
the same sort of sound -I,

ho Linda reckons is"
much further -ahead with
her singing than she was
at her age.
Linda's progress could
mean another person to
swell the ranks of the very

'at Its height.

"Not actually the same
but

sound.

the

atmos-_

phere that black Americans got on their recorsis
In the mid - Sixties
,

coming
that drum
the front. "

through to
Her latest single Is the
self -penned Rock And
Roller Coaster in which
she gets as near ns
possible to that raunchy
American sound,
It's one of-the highlights
of Linda's first British
tour which she began this
week and which takes in
14

dates

admits to being

a

She
little nervous. "All I'm
worried about is that
people turn up -to shows
because It would be
terrible If they didn't.
"Anyway my old man
and my sister will be with
me. "

Her old man Is Jim
Cregan. Cockney Rebel's
lead guitarist, and her
sister Is Shirley Lewis.

Linda will be going
back to the States In the
new year.
"It's so very professional recording In the
States, so much more so

than over here,"

II

she

small minority of British skys.
"It's actually like going
black singers. thoughlikeLinda she could be to work. People go Into
mistaken for an Amerl-- the studio In the morning
_and work through UII the
can._
'

by David Hancock
Was listening to when 1
was I5' when soul was,

r

--

-

evening.
"It's very efficient and,

of course, all the
'musicians can read

'_You see, most people music, which is also
are Ignorant of the fact different from over here.
"Mind you, I don't think
that there are English
I. 11 go and live In America
black people.
think it's because because I've still got faith
there is no real black - in England. But if I did I
culture In Britain, it's all think I'd choose Colorado,
you know, the cowboy
West Indian culture.

-"I

-"Many' people' are country."
disappointed because I'm -- When Linda' finishes
riot American," she says,-. her current tour. It'll be
people in back In the studios again
' Black
for the forthcoming
America have always had
album, which she conto fight, so there has
always been that com- fesses will be a concept
petitive spirt( about them. story album
Does that mean she's
but over here It's not the
going to become Britain's
same "
been
answer to Millie Jackson?
That may have
Linda refuses to say
one of the reasons Linda
three
cut
anymore about the album
decided to
tracks In New York for except that she hasn't got
any albums by Millie
her album Not A Little
Jackson so It could hardly
Girl Anymore.
v.
as
--b
she
e that.
there
Over
She hopes the new
teamed- up with Tony
DeCowill be nearer the
alhtim
and.Bert
Silvester
sound she's aiming for,
teaux, who were respon"You see, I'm still not
sible for the recent Ben E
King and Sister Sledge happy with the sound I
I want it to be
have
huts with the rhythm
tracks being provided by more moving." she adds,
More honesty from
the Temptations' back up
Linda Lewis.
musicians-

-

/

f

-
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Dig those mouldy oldies
1

o

1.

y

'
(

MANY of you will have probably
guessed, I tend to use many more oldies
than current hits on my mobile disco gigs.
(James' Top Ten,
at the bottom of the found good for discoin your own area
page, Is always an oldies
way, people from all
accurate guide to that
over the UK will be
the newies I've used helped, Instead of just
those in London.
most recently. )
have not only Instant
nostalgia appeal In their
favour but also less
cluttered productions and

where do you buy them?

amongst

crowded floors. But

Useful

THE TORNADOES TelsfarIs one oldie you
been re-released (see new spins).

won't have to hunt out-it's just

The Vintage Record

through much better on

modern pressings, all of
Which makes them cut

\r

In tact, the oldies shops
that I use most often in
London are:

Centre, 91 Roman Way,
London, N7 (over the
Ca led onion Road from the
mainly
tube station)
rock, pop, rock 'n' roll,

louder presence than

. 1,

Last week you were
invited to send In fora list
of oldies shops. Now,
however, I realise that It
would be far more useful
If you could send In your
own lists of shops, market
stalls, deleUon bins and
the like which you have

-

with cheap oddities
the

expensive

rarities.

Rock Ont, Stalls 1/2/3,
Soho Open Market (the
end of Gerrard Street)
and also al a, Kentish
Town Road, London NW1

(Camden Town)

Strutting
right back

The sort of
thing that can catch on
big, especially if Jo Pang
does a cover too!

/

?

JH PICK
*ROItl(itT

I'AI.M 1,1t:
whirls Of Its I. The Fool
(Wised N'11'62.'hi)
Lovely blue-eyed soul

THIS RVFULY BItOTItI.ltS: Walk Right Rack
( Warner Bros K 1861 5)
The original strutting 1981
smash, in stereo, now
comes across as Ideal
MOR

semtslowle from

I

*THEH PICK.
TORNADOES: Tel-_

,1

J

-

star( Ikcca F I li:ll)
The original

1962

Probably best for older

crowds now, but try
mixing it with such as
Sliver Machine for effect!

*JH PICK

'rill; l:00S: Rloadnnk's

Kock 'n (toll (all U,'cca
F 136119)
The Vine Tong Song's
original flip in 1958, this
craziness doesn't sustain
its dance beat, but played
near the end of a gig can
be Iota of tun nevertheless Goons freaks will
even mime toil)
1

*JHPICK
HARVEY SMITH: True
Love (Ili, ndke rchlef

,LANKY 3. thru Anchor)
Slush, of obvious interest
to horsey Crowds, it needs
pre -a nnowxln Jor best ellect P. 9Qhs5Bon atby
last gig, when I followed It
with Ring singing Take
Me Back To My Boots
And Saddle'
*JI -I PICK
VAN VleCOY: Good

Night, Rub) Moos
nie50. SI,
.4

for the last
of the evening.

ne W rat--

smooch

this pretty slohvle finds
V,tn in fin! vo lee Why it
isn't the X -stole Instead of

the awfully ordinary
Change

%VIth

('U never know

The Times

*JH PICK_

MDJ.ICAN A NESBITT:
floodhye-ec' 1Pyne 15
15141

)

Another

perfect closer,

this version of the
*JH

113:4)

smash,

freaky Intro and all.

PICK means a record
that James Hamilton will
play on ha own gigs This a
Independent of whether or
not Ow record will be a hit,

a

Robert Redford look -alike
with typically tuff Island
image
WICA \'1 OVATION( Su
pr love (Spark SRI.

THE EVERL YS:

Joyously happy whomptug stomping harmonies

ideal

Worthington E theme is
the best of the two so far
available
*JH PICK
THE I)IIOItIF; BROTH.
yltS: Sweet Max ins
I Warner Bros K Maui)
Far from brilliant. but
It'll be good for rock orientated pop crowds,
especially coming out of a

fectious cover-job of Leon
Huff's Philly dancer.
I:I.OItI 1 (:AYNOIR: (If
Von Want II) Do It

Ynur\elf (MCM 20116.513)
Just one third of the
continuous topside to her
new album. this thumping
DIY anthem seems to me
to be rather dull and
computerised
which
means 9's got all the
ingredients. though.
01110 I'IA1 KItS: Love

-

slow le

*J14 PICK

.1(111\NY

l'LARKE:

Stranger In lane (Lucky
HL Sl INI, ihr,i DIP)
One of several currently
out by Cool -singing

ltollerconster (Mercury

albums.
Rock Onl have just
published Rob Finnls's
definitive and well Illustrated The Phll Spector
Story
a must for all
at
Spector Phreaks
£1.25 (plus p and p) from
the latter address.

reggae throbber is lovely
enough until you flip it for
the Version, which Is a
superb dub with merest.
lisle bass -heavy rhythm
that just keeps on going
My lave of the week.

Yum Yum stuff

PERFORMANCE: Red
RuUel (I'olydor 2058819)
French instrumental with
synthetic lead over
hustling backing could

*J H PICK,

SIR DOUGLAS QUINTET: Mendocino (Oval

SliAlth 11:
15 '22 )

reasons -I

still carry regardless!
to happen.

'ION OF

1

ALItAT KOS:

Africa (Dreelt FR 13&13)
From Italy, this +limos

pheric echoing slow
recitation has catchy
chanting and sub KI-Ah

-

o

-

...Modica backing
plus a
good funky flip called Ina

while

an

Americanised cover by
JOe; D 1.SIN (('ES 3e7s)
gets more production
gloss and an amended

title, Afrle:, (Indian

Re-issue of last year's Tommy James -type chug.
ger good bubblegum
A1.1 AN CLAKKE: linen
To Run EMI 23.52)
Unfashionable Allan's got
a cleaner disco mix than
murkily mumbltn' Bruce
Springateen
JOHNNY MATHIS: Only
1
hod ho,, Alone)
1(7tá3873 )
Lush 'n easy rgading of

-

Bright and happy enough

*JH PICK

On The Planet
Apes (Pye IN

The

11f

Bubblegum which,

forsentimental

-

be usefuL

Virgln)

then

some

TONS (81IRISTIE: Easy
To lane (%1('A 212)

Superb stereo arrangement and disco rhythm
wasted by weedy vocals
Maybe richer DJs can reequalise the vocals out?

DWI!) ('ASSIIIY:

Dus-

tin' ( R('A 2622)
Disjointed FX Intro lifted
from Drag City, then
darlin' Dimples turns in a

fine blue-eyed sooting of
Um

Beach Boys' tune

that'll go well once it's
hit

-

%ND5' ROWS: Supersonie i l:M 61í1S 91139, then

WE 1)

Noisy Sweet -type
from the TV show,

pop.

CAPAI.D1: Love
Hurts( Island NIP 6218)

.1151

Classy interpretation of
the Orbisong, with its

steadily clopping rhythm
It could go MOR

-

Concentrate
(heapo-,Cheapo Records
- or, more accurately,
the stall outside it
Rupert Street Market (off
Shaftesbury Avenue)
mainly funky and northern soul, black US oldies,
some rock, pop, rock 'n'
roll, plus a few oddities if
you're lucky, all fairly

-

-

cheap.
These are all places
which have bothered to
concentrate on particular
Types of in - demand
oldies, and consequently
,they are more expensive
than local comer shops
with mixed singles In a
chuck -out bin.
But, the extra you pay
Is worth the time you
Save, as -most of the
searching will have been
done for you.

Let's hear about your
- but -

sources for_ oldies
goodiesi

1116722.5)

The G od father's lave, the;
freak tly phasing (Linker's
got a heavily bumping
rhythm and some of that

Johnny. this gentle

11kí7,
1959

this incredibly,In-

on

got the' usual strings,
brass, and hi -hat formula
with which, I for one am
getting bored, effective
though It may be for,

-

simllar, with more punk
rock, cajun and country

-

Sumner).

_

1

the Platters' 1955 Classic,
TICE RKOTHF1tS:' Are

You Ready

For This

RCA 2618 )
Jon Taylor's lave,
(

Una

hustling instrumental's

Dissc

to the many
raree either full or part-time

whoial

the general discoDJs We hope It Is also of interest to wish to contribute
goers If you have any comments or
Is on p 4
address
The
write
please
to our disco chart

AS

Old singles of all types

_`'

Ti-ns PAGE Ma
Record Mirror &

Crystal
clear ?

another that klnda hushes.

LATIMORE: There's A

CRYSTAL GRASS: Love
To Dance This One With
You (Polydor PD 15199),

French in

The

strumentalists

haven't

got another Crystal World
here but they still get a

quite good if less subtle
herky - Jerky rhythm
going. It kinds hustles,
and has some pronounced
stereo effects.
PHILLY DEVOTIONS: I

just Can't Make It
(Without You) (Columbia
3-10191).

Arr r

Cond / Penned and

the

ubiquitous 'Tom

Prod by John Davis, the
guys' l-ollopthg new Phltly
group dancerbas a 4:51
disco version mixed by Moulton, and It all sounds
very happy Fast. It's

Red
Neck IC The .Soul
Band (Glades 1129),
Huge on the juke boxes,
Benny Latmore's blues
bouncer has great lyrics

all about

Twisting
my way
now It's CHUBBY
The Twist

CHE(,KER:

(Columbia) for Alex
Henderson (Victoria

Bars, Weymouth), while
CIIUBBY's: Let's Twist
Again gets picked up by
can
Colin Ring (Sale)
the craze be catching
on?!?
renewed interest
in that controversial
Japanese - Afro - Funker,
BLACK BLOOD: A. I. E.
(A. Manna) (Bradleys),
from Jon Taylor (Crocker's, Norwich), Anthony Allan (Speakeasy,
Wakefield) and Theo
Loyia (Banana Power,
Bridge, Kent),
. Anthony Allan also
apologizes that R. B.
FREEMAN: I'm Shaft
I Ave.) is getting bigger,
and raves about MAX-

-

INE NIGHTINGALE:

Right Back Where We
Started From (CA), as
does Ray "Raako" Robinson (Tiffany's, Leicester), who tips JOHN
IHOI.T: I'd Love You To
Want Me (Trojan LP) as
well.
Theo Loyta is
joined In digging BLUE
MAGIC: Look Me Up
Atlantic) by Ian Love

(Butterflyy Dlscoe, Irvine

/ Allissoh's Ayr).

Peter Grote

(Route 688, PlymptonI and
Paul Anthony (Walsall)
do their nut over JIM
CAPALDI: Love Hurts
(Island) and are joined

Paul Anthony
oho tips EBONY, IVORY
k JADE: Samson (CRS)
and VAN McCOY: Good
Night Baby (Avon), while
Mike McLean adds that
his University Union's
chart (see last week's
Star Tip) Is now topped by
BAD CO.: Feel Like
Mak in' Love (Island.).
Tony Had and
(Reading) has NEIL
DIAMOND: Sweet Caroline (Uhl) In his requests'

complied Quadrodlsco
Chart.

SEVEN SEAS:
Super Jaws (Jay Boy)
must be big, says Steve
Day (Chingford), who

opines that MFSB:
T. LC. (Tender loving
Care) (Phila lot) h the

week's best disco sound.
ROBERT PALMF.R: Pressure Drop
(Island) a breaker for
funky Lee 'Hod-father"

Spalne (Time Piece,
Liverpool).
Ashley Fatly
(Ashley's Disco, Ferry
-

side, Dyfed) recommends

the party

(Strathclyde University)
In reporting reaction for
GARY TOMS EMPIRE:
Drive My Car (Epic).

type

Instrumentals on JOHNNY HOWARD BAND:
Dance Crazy (Contour
LP) as great for MOR
gigs.
TINA CHARLES:
Set My Heart On Fire
(CBS) finally on lop for
the Davis Bros.' (Sound
Machine, WelwynGarden
City), who also Up the
import RHODES KIDS:
Voo - Doo Magic (US
CRC).

be
Mike McLean I'll
from

by

-

next Wednesday 22
playing all the hits
19f6 at the Lord

Nelson

In London's
Holloway Road, so let's
see your face In the -place.
hu h? t Thanx.

Following on from Willy Coates' recent tip about using
THE ERUPTIONS: Let Me Take You Back In Time
(RCA) to introduce Rock 'n' Roll oldies, here are some

more suggestions.
Les Jones (Cardiff) uses just the intro of MOTT THE.
11OOPLE: The Golden Age Of Rock 'N
((.BS),
while Ashley Eatly (Second City Sound, Roll
Ferryslde,
Dyfed) starts off with DANNY S THE JUNIORS:
Rock
And Roll Is Here To Stay (Probe),
In the same bag of course are THE EARLS:
Remember Then (AUantio), EDDIE COCHRAN:
C'Mon Everybody (UA) and THE JOHN BARRY
SEVEN: Hit And Miss (Parlophone), the latter being
the Juke Box Jury theme.
Personally. I always follow DON McLEANI
American Pie (OA) with BUDDY HOLLY: That'll Re
The The Day (Coral), cutting Into his Oh Boy
after

-

which there's no holding 'em!

tali skinny
white boy playing quitar
a

In a black band. The kid
Confesses that when he
plays guitar he feels so
soulful he has to wonder
about his family tree)

GWEN McCR.AE:

He

Keeps Something Groovy
oln' On (Cat 1999).
In fact the flip of her new
G

somewhat typical TRtye hit. Love Insurance.
this lovely powerfully
emote
wee is the sort
of soul eir Gladys Knight
could have been singing
now if she hadn't gone so
commercial' Less prop(
able maybe, butao nice!

1

I

ONLY HAVE EYES FOR YOU

Art Gaarrffyynkel (CBS

LOVE IS THE DRUG
Rosy Mu7le(Island)
ALL I HAVE TO DO 13 DRF.A 11
Nifty Gritty Dirt Band (VA)
I IN THE MOOD
Joe Itoh's Nawhvllle Sound Company (US-Capitol)
5 LOOKS, LOOKS, LOOKS
Spa rim (Island)
9 ISLAND GIRL
Elton John ( Ike M)
T I'MONFlRE
9,000Volta(PbWps)
8 FEELINGS
Morris Albert Fleece)
9 HOLD ME CLOSE
David Essex (CBS)
to THIS WILL BE
Na lithe Cole(Capdot)
BREAKERS
I TRUE LOVE
Harvey Smith (Handkerchief)
2 IONLY ILA.VJ EyESFORIOJ.,
Day Powell
- 3 42nd STREET Dick Powell (CA
2
3

am

8
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Discoscene
The MI Disco IV, gives you
the slickest show on the road
for only E174 (VAT)

Mobile Disco's
T151.

1

778

COD

EASY TERMS

ri

B

THIS COULD HAVE AS SHATTERING AN EFFECT ON YOUR PER
FORMANCE AS HALF-A.002EN STICKS OF DYNAMITE ANO A
SHORT FUSE AND FOR A RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE OF
ONLY (3450 THIS COULD DE THE CHEAPEST EXPLOSION EVERT
AUTO -CUE USING
FEATURES- TOUCH SENSITIVE START OUTTON
ALUMINISED SENSING TAPE R AN ELECTRONIC SENSING SYSTEM
OUTPUT 125rn.
START LIME 10 RILL SPEED PETER THAN 9 sec
INTO t,0 ohm UPWARDS
STf000mloND OPERA LION CONIIIQS

-

etc. Phone Steve 01-4595212.

START

London ITS Junction Rd N19 500 Tel 01 272 7474
Manchester 251 Oeansgate M3 4E5 Tel 061431 7676

Disco Equipment

AARV AK AUTUMN

Giveaway Soundrlght

Converters, one channel
1000W, E9 3 CHANNEL
1000W (18, Strobes,
Joule, T30.

4

Bargains catalogue,

"R"
-

s'r

12a

Bruce Grove, NIT

6RA. 01- 808 8923.

C

C

0

I.

f -In .edt
:

"lib

in association

lI

Ropelight

London. Very
compct,bst , atea
Roan Igeiee, Otero iis,uronce

I,

st

ndne NM it

eve

creen_

-

Fln,yhor .C35

---

Free Radio
OFFSHORE RADIO
BOOKS AND
RECORDS

Spline

TOWN ROAD, LONDON NITS

p Closed

en

dry Thursday. Nearest tube eln Kentish Tn.
Solar 1008 Protector

DISCO .UNITS
Rader:RaStereo

s

moor

'with 2 for attest ..

Super

Clo
li

,Ilest am

I;

I
I

.

Sup.. N

Fe/

`d Sa,er des amyl
d Mk II m vomit
Mk

FM

111 lees

.

i112

.

email

.

emetar Mini
west

Bodensee,
IMOwan1

, 2.

R.0mad,
1100

.[Pa Pee

.milen,.ter Rdlea
110 went

shun

n6Tl Pee

Pecker

1240 Pee

°ma,. e

LIGHTSHOW EQUIPMENT
solar
Imm 220I> 0,r l
.166.00

a

N onus eve plus R

Zoe 3000

Sequencer Unit
1 way Spot Banks.
All Tone Ferman.
Jingla Record
Jingle Single N43.4

n7

....Phases

.

IS

1250 pp El 2S

r

_--

ADORFtis
Send

re,

R..3,

Sew

500 Tel 7104N

.

Ones Coma

I

1

hi j,,.a..e.. A.

nSID s10\1/A1A

/

d.

Studio,
Rogar Squire RADIO

03,26d 010
0295 pp MI5

1

teed, Powered Spies

aCRAFT

s,nc

Cla

bow

Odin
Odi

clas.pons

lm W

1

COURSES
IMPROVEMENT COURSES
JINGLES SERVICE RADIO AUDITION TAPES
S5 Charlbert St,London,NW8 61N. Tel. 01722 8111.
DJ

15

(ate 1n fJs

Rope !Mor

JeKk OMeiwee

}i[ c

022 {IV (1

Mc On,
02-95 pp El
6 ChannalMc Opp

I

1696 n, 26p
55p

Sand SAE for tun bit
o WWI we showroom

Avows

tint

Gds ~roe

send end

nvnher

SWIFT ELECTRONICS
911 W e.t Greer. Road

Linden NIS
P .,e 01®4144

Roger Squire's
NOW OPEN IN

TOP RATES OF PAT
BEST CONDITIONS

MANCHESTER

Tel (04-62.72.487)
between 11 em 61 pm

251 Deansgate.3.
Tel: 061-831 7676

M ondell-Frady
'

All Time Favourite Jingles

Idol for docket' id. whether D,wn or HM,n.
-.OMMMlls der 4001 vow /,monte ponies.
Ills, Omen ra0. T hit one', on its wary"

.ssn "All
I

Publications

Number 1". "And IN. heal 1p-vr on
-Remember tins nnlden class«
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by Kevin Allen

GUESS WHO.?

FAITH, HOPE
AND CHARITY

1

FIGHTING MY way past coiled TV camera
cables, through a battery of lighting bits
and pieces and wall - to - wall, shoulder - to shoulder hordes of technicians, I esconced
myself into a relatively uncluttered corner
of Ronnie Scott's Club in the, heart of
deepest Soho, and soaked up the music.
a
On stage two girls and a guy, all three
colourfully dressed and moving so fervently
you'd think they were playing a midnight
matinee at the Apollo and not a mid afternoon rehearsal in London, were soul
socking it over a
FAITH HOPE b CHARITY
tight, funky, all black rhythm sectlOn.
They didn't seem quite
so happy when they came
off stage and joined me:

"The band just ain't
getting it together yet,"
bemoaned

Dianne Des-

trey: "Just call

me

Destry. I don't like the
Dianne blt,i"
With Brenda Hilliard
and Albert Bailey. the
lady makes up Faith,
Hope and Charity
though she 'couldn't say
which virtue applied to
which group member!
RCA certainly have lots
of faith In the group for

-

here they were rehearsMg for a special gig which
would present them to
company executives from
around the world, the
whole thing being videotaped for future presentaLion In such far --flung
territories as Japan,
Brazil and Australia.
Judging by their In -

rehearsal performance

their debut RCA
album, the company's
faith In the group Is
justified and with the
multi - talented Van
McCoy as their long time
and

mentor real big - time
success seems only a
matter of time.
Not that they haven't
already put in a lengthy

apprenticeship, Brenda
and Albert having been
singing together for some
eight years, along with
former member Zulema
Cusseaux who as plain
Zulema was recently
launched on a solo career
by RCA: "We're still
great friends though. In
fact we did the back - up

vocals

on

7,ulema's

album.," confided

Brenda.
'
Destry came Into the
act when Zulema left:

"I'd

been

living down

In

.the Caribbean for three
years singing jazz. I'd
known Van McCoy all my
life, we both grew up in
Washington DC, and

Pickett Is reported to be
probably to
moving on
the TK group down l'n
.

Tops/Blue Ma el tour due
Watch out for Blue

Magic-the act sent home
for blowing Ike and Tina
Turner off-stage on their
last visit. The Philly
harmony group's new
Atlantic album Thirteen

Band leader . drummer
Bill Curtis and fellow
group members John
Flippin and Johnny King
are all ex -members of
veteran organist Bail

I

Doggett',, backing band.
Curtis founded the Fat -

-

backs after a brief
flirtation with jazz
Contempo's Dance

good

-

disco

fare
East Anglian Soul Club
are presenting the North.
ern Soul Club's Roadshow
at the Corn Exchange.
Bourne, lines, on Saturday. November from 8IL30 pm admission fl to
nonmembers and also
have an upcoming all
Bayer at the Central Hall,
Kettering, Northants. set
for Sunday November 9,
While the West Midlands

i

1

.

It's all

f

i

CURTIS MAYFIELD

.

1

joint Four

a

soon

Fatback

Dance Dance compilation
album worth catching up
on despite obscurity of
many of the 20 tracks

.

and

-

Florida

Soul Club are to promote
what they bill as the

"very first oldies alldayer"

Paints,
Nottingham, on Sunday
November 2 ,
getting
back into production once
more, Isaac Hayes was
responsible for the Masqueraders first set for
ABC
funk / jazz
man Bob .lames has
taken over as progressive
at

the

i

Introduced me to Brenda New York office and we
and Albert, from theh on did another album and
nobody's been able to three singles for them
separate us."
before Zulema left- Then
Brenda and Albert we did one record as
came originally from Brenda and Albert.
Florida where Brenda
"We kept auditioning
had started out with an all
for a replacement for
- girl group known as the
Zulema. We tried seven
Layettes: "Then Albert
different girls but we
joined and eventually, couldn't find one who
around 1970, he, Zulema
could harmonise till
and myself went to New' Destry came on the scene
York and ran Into Van and she was just right "
McCoy who took us to
Besides their own
Larry Maxwell's label.
records the group have
"The label was associ- been kept busy doing
ated with Bob Crewe, the
back - up work for such
guy who produced all the
people as the Stylistics,
Four Seasons' big hits. David Ruffin, Bill Harris,
and It was he who Sharon Ridley, Zulema
suggested our name. He and on Van McCoy's own
took one look nl us and
Disco Baby album
said 'Why, here's Faith,
"Even If we don't make
Hope and Charity'," said It big In our own right, we
know we can always
Albert
They had an album and make a good living In the
three singles with Max- studios but that's not
well then the label folded enough, we're out to put
and they signed with our name up in lights,"
Sussex: "It was a West smiled a confident AlCoast label but they had a bert

.

NOT HAVING found any
success withRCA, Wilson

.T,-á

when Zulema went solo he

music director at Columplenty of soul
bia
acts in the country right
now with George Mecrae
at last here for his
previously aborted second tour, BT Express
doing the club rounds and
the Ty'mes, Jackie Wilson

soul gossip
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i

t
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d
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Radio

One's

mentary surprisingly
the -ball, If biased
certain directions
,

on In

if

your Idea of soul
stretched as far as the
more commircially

slanted forms of blues,
don't miss Freddy King's
appearance at the New
to

London on October 26, the
man's only UK appearance thls,year
he'll be
bringing his own American band . planned
Blue Magic Lane for Brarllord's new
(K50181) has just been commercial station, PenIssued here and whilst not
nine Radio, Is a soul show
on a par with their debut_ hosted by Stuart Campbell whilst good old Radio
set it knocks holes In most
of the competition. Also Luxembourg after studicurrently In the country Is ously avoiding soul for so
soul legend Billy Butler long now dovotes the
who made his reputation whole of Friday evenings
on just one track the
to It . , always' a good
disco winner The Right venue for soul acts,

-

album since they left the
Stax fold
. debuting

Dunstable's California
Ballroom has a busy
schedule for the coming
weeks. Among visits set
are: October 25, The

Whispers, one of the most
under -rated aophtsto-soul

and Bessie Banks

Track

Curtis Mayfield Is producing the

Staple

.

.

,

Singers' first

the new Soul Train
subsidiary of RCA are the

acts
of the
day
Stevie Wonder's
.

eagerly awaited new

album has been delayed
as he has derided to make

Tymes; November 1, Blue
Magic; November 8, Four
Tops
.
Major Lance
among the strong possl
billties for the Inter -City
Soul Club Blackpool
Convention on December
72-13,

PEARLY GATES
couldn't

be a more
appropriate name for the
sassy black beauty who
whisper*, "I'm gonna
bring some white Into
your life" over a current
TV commercial for

toothpaste. "Pearly"'la a
tag the lady only adopted
a year or so back, on
leaving the Flirtations,
one of

British clubland's

biggest attractions.
Her real name Is Vie
Billups, and she came to
Britain with her two co -

Flirtations In

1968.

Despite lacking big hits
they soon built a solid

reputation for a highly
polished, professional,
and above all entertain]

PEARLY GATES

Ing show.

"Those were great
times," she recalls. "I got
Involved in a lot more
than just singing.
"I was helping sort out

le

b

Northern Soul docu

Victoria Theatre

A new Pearly Queen

ólbum pick
DORIS DUKE: Woman
(Contempo CLPS 519)

Having authored two true
classic soul albums In her
Legend In Her own Time
and I'm A Loser, It's
perhaps a bit much
expecting Doris Duke to
maintain such super
lative stands rds.
On hearing that her
newest album was recordGLORIA GAYNOR
ed In Britain with local
musicians I was ex - can inject great depths of
peeling the orse.
emotion into even the
How glad'tls then that l most banal of songs and
can report Woman falls the best Items here
only slightly short of its notably a haunting
forerunners The only reading of the Holland /
thing which -holds It back Dozier / Holland stanbeing the somewhat dard Love Is Here And
weaker nature of the Now "You've Gone
material
match the best things
The lady opens, for she's ever done.
instance, with a cut called
The musicianship,
Woman 01 The Ghetto, credited to Ultrafunk and
the lyrics of which must the Armada Orchestra"
have been written by Is fine, with some
Captain Cliche. Again. praiseworthy string
while Grasshopper Is a charts by the extremely
pounding enough disco talented white British
stomper,..R lacks In the arranger Gerry Shuty
lyric department
who could land a job with
Fortunately though, Motown any time he
Doris has the kind of wanted.
world-weary voice which
All In all a most

-

the bookings and design-

ing our stage clothes
too."
Eventually the strain

the clash of three
very strong personalities
told, and Pearly moved
on to a solo career. Her
then old man, Mike
Vernon, handled the
production.
Mike's still producing
though they're
Pearly
now just good friends

and

-

-

and he was the man
behind her latest effort,
her first for RCA, Make It
My Business (To Get You

Boy).

Pearly's got

new

management and her new
record company Is right
behind her. The disc's
just catchy enough to
happen big, giving a long
overdue hit single.

Part Red Indian,
Pearly's sending up
smoke signals which
read: "I'm on my way".

commendable effort highly recommended to those
who like their soul music
to run deep,
GLORIA GAYNOR: Experience (MGM 2.315.944)
The Disco queen Is back
and the formula is much
as before with the Bret
side devoted to a non-stop
dance - orientated three
song medley, this lime
originals rather than re

workings
classics

of Motown

If You Want It (Do It
Yourself) Is the single cut
and has plenty of action,

while Gloria treats How
High The Moon to her

trade -mark boompity
buump rhythm.

Side two rings the
changes somewhat more.
It's Interesting to hear
what can be done with an
up -tempo reading of
Dionne Warwicke's Walk

On By
Gloria also
Includes a self-penned
ballad I'm Still Yours.
Maybe not quite so
dynamic as her debut set,
but certainly more varied
and maybe possessing a
more lasting attraction
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In next week's
issue of Britain's best
pop paper
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FERRY

FUNNY

Her powerful

the brighter side of

new single

Make It My
Business'

Bryan
Exclusive

is gónna rocket
up the charts.

GARY GLITTER

So make it your business
to listen out for
Pearly Gates.

álbum preview

Make It My Business RCA 2605
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Thé Rollers in America
Supersonic takes off
PLUS

colour poster and' lots more

11

» Pt

MD

C$ITT

Win the Rollers US LP.
Please hand this to your

Newsagent

Name

Address

Order/Reserve me Record Mirror &
Disc each week.

There are some fast rocking soul numbers coming
your way on the 'Faith, Hope and Charity' album.
With the influence of their producer, the Hustle man
himself, Van McCoy pouring through. Give it a whirl!
RCh.

wCICA

Faith, Hope and Charity APt1 1100

21
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WHEN. THE Crown was
slowly lowered on to her
head in New York it was the
culmination of years of
planning
a young girl from
the sticks had made her
dream come true.
Now it's'a case of 'get out
of that then', for Gloria
Gaynor

-

Gloria Gaynor's

heading
up-market but
says she's:

committed to Just one
style
The campaign to get
this New Jersey etc! out of
the discos has already
started, and It's being
given further Impetus by
the fact that Gloria has
now turned her hand to

-

song -writing.
"But 1 haven't written
that many and I certainl
can't see a time when I'll
have an album of all my

Stranglehold
And sure enough, just as
she planned her rise to the
dizzy heights of Disco Queen,
now she's figuring a way out.
It's all too apparent from
her new album, Experience,
that the reigning monarch is
out to conquer new territory
just in case this year sees a
coup back home.

Still the
disco
queen

She keeps her stranglehold grip on
the disco scene with an Irresistible
dancing side of Casanova Brown. (If
You Want
Do It Yourself, and
How High The Moon. which is being
played In Its entirety In the Big
4pple's discotheques.
But turn It over and the pace
changes to reveal a more
sophisticated Gloria Gaynor It's good Insurance.
"But don't worry," she
assures across the transatlantic phone link "I'm Tex's prophesy that the
still the Disco queen and discotheque boom will all
there doesn't look as If be over In a year's Ume
"Oh no I think that's
there's anyone to take the
nonense." she says "It's
crown away
going to last for a long
The economy Is
Ume
at the moment that
"I hold it till March 3 such
people are looking for an
next year and then I
Inexpensive way to
suppose there'll he themselves and that'senjoy
just

Ill

Prophesy

another crowning but I
can't see any candidates
on the horizon so I
suppose I will get It

again."
Her confidence

is

further proclaimed when
she disagrees with Disco

what the discotheque

provides "
Yet Gloria is shrewd
enough to know that as
healthy as things are for
her now, they can't last
forever.
"When I started out I

i

own songs. You see my
songs are all about me
the story of my life. When

-

"fees

have to write
I write
from my own experience.
and I'd have to have a lot
of emotional experiences
I

to fill an

album "

Jinx
The self -penned number on the new album Is

called I'm Still Yours.
But whether British
.

audiences will get a
chance tosee and hear the
new revitalised Gloria

Pi

Gaynor is another thing
altogether.
Since she first hit big
with Never Can Say
Goodbye there have been

rumours of an impending

away from being totally
disco orientated in order
for people to see the full
extent of my talent. "
So Gloria and her
manager are now work -

by David Hancock
wanted to be recognised
In the discos because that
was the quickest way to
be heard. You see the

radios have limited
playllsts and If you're not
on

there you don't stand a

chance but the New York
discos play a variety of
sounds.

"It

certainly wasn't an
accidental thing that I got

crowned the Disco Queen,
my manager and I

worked towards just
that.

"

But while her singles
were hitting the discos
Gloria's stage art was
more versatile and It's
this she claims that Is
being borne out on the
new album.
"I am steering a little

Uncommitted
ing towards widening her
appeal to prevent her
being stuck with that
disco tag for the rest of
her career.
"Let people know that
the Disco Queen is not just
that." she states. "In my

nightclub act
ballads

and

a

RLLM CLRI.HE
tr

I

sing

I'm not

tour of the UK but these
have all been squashed at
the last moment She was
due In london last week
for one day to meet the
press but even that fell
through.

"There seems to be
some sort of jinx, " she
laughs. "I was In Paris

and we were due to come
to London but there was
trouble with the airline
and by the time it was
sorted out we had to go
back to the States.

"But tell everybody

that I'm definitely coming
to Britain early in the
New Year which will be
part of a European tour,
and then you'll all be able

.

.

EMI 2352

.
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tMl Hui oar. t..mnect 20 Manchester

few surprises."
But there won't be that
many because Gloria
Gaynor alms to take her
disco audience with her
no matter how subtle the
shift In emphasis.
"You see I'm still the
Disco Queen and I'll
remain that. If you ask
me who Is the Disco King f
suppose It's Barry White
or
now what's his
name
Oh I can't
remember
Never
mind, I'm the Disco
Queen."

TO RUN'

.

/

Disco Queen
work out and there'll be a
to see the
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by Ray Fox -Cumming
essuiIessmI.%'

¡

DARLIN'
DAVID'S

that

ó

follows

A hundred and

one disco' soul
records have got

virtually

I.

but where those countless others succeed only

in

.

msell
He has, howver, taken Sherry as the
blueprint for his new song
.n the effect is not that
riiflerent, although this is
lot more muddly than
Sherry and sounds as if
ii s practically falling to
bits around the middle- It
ri

almost

sounding

exactly like each other,
this stands out. The beat
really is infectious, the
arrangement has just the
tight edge to be exciting
and Michael makes
singing this kind of song
sound as easy as tailing

trM

-

,,,

.

a

,`1T'

11

Thumb sideways
might, might not

off log,

Irresistible.

SUSAN CADOGAN:
How Do You Feel The

Morning After Magnet

_

MAG 42)

,

,hould

still,

though,

provide him with
success.

a

minor

WIZZARD:Rattlesnake
Roll Uet 758)

/t

ttL

Haley-esque

rock - a'- boogie

clearly intended
as an early
contender in the festive
Christmas market. Just
the thing for putting a
lade life into a cheese and
wine party

oh dear

STEIN:

(Phil Spector -2010008)
She) Talmy has
taken a Lennon /'
McCartney song
and a whole lot
of traits from other
Beatles songs and welded
them all together in an

incredible production.
Mark Stein's vocal

contribution fits into the
proceedings perfectly to
make this, all

brilliant

BAKER: muddly

in

single

The
this

Long

And Winding Road

all,

á

and

meets Lynsey
De Paul. The 'arrangement is Lynsey-ish, all
chic and lady -like, while
the chorus is ettactly
Bette Midler's brand of
camp, For all that, the
record's still unmistakably
Olivia and even if she's
not around to promote it,
it should put her back in
the charts

GANG: Run, Run, Run
(20th Century BTC
1008)

There's such
going for
buzzum
Gang that this,
then first single,

ST.

PETERS: Carolina (Route
RT 18)
Crispran enjoyed
two bfg hits In
the early sixties
with You Were
On My Mind add Pied
Piper Now, after a long
absence, he's back with a
new song that must give
him at least an outside
chance of a hit. It's an
attractive ballad and he
sings it well, though I
don't care much for the
arrangement.

flavour of
is very much

Bette Midler

hopefully a huge hit

CRISPIAN

.

follow-up arrives
to compete with
good oldie of
hers released last week.
This should have no
difficulty in scuppering its
a

:

must

be

a

hit,

but

it

dled with
imaginable

every

cliche

(including a
built-in clap -along section
and a false ending). The
singer has great difficulty
getting all the words in in
the space allowed, with
the result. that half of
them are virtually undecipherable. It quickly gets
very boring, but the
group's visual appeal will

After

rival.

fetching little rhythm
with Madame C threading
a

her vocals deliciously into
the texture. Very nice.

RONNIE WOOD:If You
Don't Want My Love

Warner Bros.

SIFFRE:Love -A

Love - A - Love - A
Love -Love EMI 2367)

ydor 20581621
Hystericaltake-

micky and repetitive creation
which, to my
mind, becomes tedious
alter one chorus and
Insufferable after two.

WIGAN'S OVATION:
Super Lore spark SRL
1133)

off offthe
oil
Tammy

Look.

Now
The

Bobby Womack
one, featuring a good
world-weary vocal over a
quietly busy backing
Certain disco hit that
might easily enjoy greater
glones.

_

Wy-

nette hit, whereby the D-I-VO-R-C-E is
brought about by Con -

a

thought

I

K 16618)

album
song's

-

Flimsy, gim-

Wi-

gan's Ovation
had just about
run their course

track from Ron's

BILLY CONNOLLY:
D,I.V.O.R.C.E. IPol-

THE

EVERLY BROTH-

ERS: Ferris
Warner Bros.

a.

t

Ir

Wheel

K

16613)

Re-release from
1965 when it
provided the Everlys- with a hit
but not one of their
biggest.
think though
that the times may be
more right for It now than
they were then and
expect it to chart,
especially since, as a
good bonus, you get
Walk Right Back ,on the
flip
I

as a national force, but

this, their best single yet,
could keep them hanging
on for a while longer. It's
much in their usual vein
but with the momentous

plus

of

a

string

arrangement that's nothing short of sensational.

gr

DAVE BERRY: The
Crying Game Dacca F
136081

Decca have not
only dug up this
genuine 1964
antique but also
managed to flush the old
spook himself out of

r<°*

.I

wherever he's been

hiding to promote it
Their joint efforts should
he well rewarded.

BERRY: rewarding

Strong Stuff!

/

A&M Hotline Presents

MERRY CLAYTON

MERRY CLAYTON

Phone oI-247 9856

slow,

WIZZARD: early Xmas contender
LA BI

Edited down

A&M Hotline Presents

ODS 66uo

a

dreamy intro, it wogs into

sell It

Strong Stuff!

"KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE SPARROW"

official

Sulobe-

DAVID CASSIDY:is this really Cassidy?
honestly' doesn't deserve
OLIVIA NEWTON
JOHN Something Bet- to be. The song's a
lightweight rocker, sadter To Do EMI 23561

Thumb down:

MARK

the

same ingredients 'as this,

Key to symbols

Thumb up: hit -

tid;

ti

10061

issidy.

Sherry with a
new song, which
he's half -written

,

Whis-

MICHAEL JACKSON:
Just A Little Bit Of You
(Tamla Motown TMG

rhythms". It is, of course, the old Beach Boys
umber and David has the services of Bruce Johnston
co -producer to help him get it right. It's a good
Ing quite well done and you can dance to it, so it
mould do well, The only possible blight on its chances
ing that it doesn't sound particularly like David

Baker

ti

pering Grass will
want this one
loo. It anything, of its
kind, it's even stronger.

x

41)

Y ti

S

a

1

wanted

úThis

ADRIAN BAKER: Candy Baby Magnet MAG

hit,

a

31k

-

Anyone who

DAVID CASSIDY:Darlin' (RCA 2622)
has been taken from David's The Higher
They Climb album and been ,remixed, we're
told, to bring out the "strong percussive

i

Carrot's

DON ESTELLE Et
WINDSOR DAVIES:
Paper Doll EMI 2361)

BACK
t

Jasper

Magic Roundabout
and

+

Funnier even

Holly's dog

"KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE SPARROW"

ODS 66no

i,

EVERLY BROTHERS: right time for them now

-

Phone o1-247 9856
plus

a

bonus
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TEPID
CHOCOLATE
HOT CHOCOLATE: Hot Chocolate
516)

(R AK

.

very pretty.

't

SB

2

SPAN: All
Around My Hat (Chry-

seems this Persian - born
romantic is still an

This

though this outing will
satisfy her growing band
of followers with the
delightfully delicate From
Here To China and the
equally fine Too Many
Rivers, it may still be too
esotencal for the majority, That's a shame
because the music is
excellent and the session
musicians probably the
finest in the country.
Though Shusha handles
the title song well and
throws in a version of
Heart Like A Wheel, the
feeling is that Shusha the
distinctive singer has
matured into a distinctive
songwriter too.
DH

salis CHR 1091)
is where the
aficianados get off ar,d
the dilettantes climb
aboard
It could mean
Steeleye becoming a rude
word in the folky circles
but a lot of non tonnes will
enjoy this very commercial LP, The Mike
Batt touch
slick, warm
and to the point
is
evident throughout and
helps to bolster a less
than sparkling collection
of' songs. They are all

-

-

traditional of course,
MUD: extra bonus
things with synthesizers
and weird vocals that will
get you gauched out in
front of the fire on these

SEVENTH WAVE:Psi-fi
(Gull GULP 1010)

coming winter nights,
Truly this second LP from

Back in the old days (the
year before last) the

the three

peoploids of this planet
spoke much and often of
progresssive bands. Anyone who played ten
minute numbers fell into
this category until it
became such a cliche that
the term was dropped as
passe Well this lot are
progressive. They do

man bane

(with multiple help) is
always inventive and
quite different. Just the
stuff for a foggy night.
P. H.

PAUL

-

-1

STEELEYE

-

_

üi-

HOT CHOCOLATE: not up to expectations

-

-

:.

a.

ui,_

HITS (Rak SPKA 6755)
It's when you look at the

very elaborate, very
beautifully drawn and

{ ti...

_

:1111!
.

a.

GREATEST

track listing of this album
and realise that Mud have
had 11 hits in the space of
under three years, that
you realise what a prolific
(and- successful) band
they've become. The
tracks contained are
indeed Mud hits
from
Dyna - Mite and Hypnonis
through to Moonshine
Sally and Oh Boy It's
quite possible that ardent
Mud fans have already
got all these numbers in
their singles collection,
but It you'd like an extra
bonus, then the cover
presentation is just that

''

sa

SRAK

Having eagerly awaited this for months, I've now got
mixed feelings about it One track is better than one
would have dared hope for, four more are very good,
but out of the ten songs five (Call The Police. You Sexy
Thing. A Warm Smile, Amazing Skin Song and Lay Me
Down) are only so-so To concentrate on the good
ones though, Hello America, cleveity incorporating
threads of I Want To Be In America (West Side Story),
makes an exciting opener. The next, called The Street,
is austere, perfect, the best thing they've ever done.
Dollar Sign, much in the
same vein as The Street,
is less epic but nearly as
good. Best on side two
are the single, A Child's
Prayer, and the very
pretty Love's Coming On
Strong. All in all, there
are enough goodies to
make this worth having,
but after the long watt
since Cicero Park, one's
entitled to have expected
a bit more
RF-C

MUD'S

SIMON: Still

Crazy After All These
Years (CBS 86001)
With so much attendant
publicity concerning Paul
and ex . partner Art

Garfunkel at the moment,
it seems to be an
auspicious moment for
the release of Paul
Simon's new album. As a
link .with their former
relationship, the album
features My Little Town
(which is also on An's
album), and has Art
singing with Paul. All the
songs are written and
sung by Simon, and they
show much of the artistry
that made S B G such a
legend. The first side of

the

much
mellower than the
second, which includes
his current single. Gone
At Last. Still, both sides show Paul's diverse
album

is

talents, so you've got a
good selection to suit all
moods
SB

some with apt lyrics, but
they are a bit short on

melody. Steeleye's main
problem though is their

declared Intention 'of
using rock to bolster the
song's impact: the brittle

dynamic electric guitar
chording has become as
much a stamp of their
sound as their lovely
harmony singing, but it
does

tend

to become
formularised. Electric folk
can develop more than
that.
PH

SHUSHA: Before The
Deluge (United Artists
UAS298791.
Shusha, it would appear,
has ended het flirtation

with songwriters

as

diverse as Cole Porter and
Bob Dylan, to come up
with a third album that is
mainly self - penned. It

acquired -taste, and

STEPHANIE DE-SYKES
(Bradleys BRADL 1009)

If you

think that

Stephanie is just another
television promoted nonentity. making the most
of a couple of hit singles
with a smartly delivered
LP, this will come as a
surprise
It's a very

thoughtful selection,

beautifully arranged, and
quite convincingly delivered Her voice is delicate
enough to cope well with
heavy emotion
laden
songs like Janis Ian's

Jesse,

Wonder's

and

go a little adrift on Lennon
and McCartney's For No
One. With this debut solo
LP she's aiming to be
classy and maybe trying a

bit

too

hard,

but

Stephanie Is still the best
new Bntlsh female pop
singer to emerge Iately.PH
DAVE MASON: Split
Coconut (CBS 69163)
Listen punks, never mind
all those old heroes yet
hairy uncle keeps raving
about, Dave Mason's -the
real durable mumbo. He
gets better with each LP.

meaning, quite simply,
that this is an ace LP. The
band
Jim Krueger's

-

fluent guitar, Rick
Jaeger's dynamic

drumming, Gerald Johnson's superlative bass,
and Jay Winding's keys
make -it a musical
must
Then there's a
bunch of songs that are
strongly varied, and just
so lyrical compared with a
lot of the current crap.

-

Dave Crosby and Graham
Nash take turns with
Manhattan Transfer to aid
the vocals, leaving Mason
room to think about his

guitar solos, compete
with Krueger, or keep

everything under his spell

Stevié

I
Can See The
Sun In Late December,
even if the phrasing does

.,

r

v
-r

4

;

Í
mar

,'t

PAUL SIMON: selection

19 1975

STEELEYE SPAN: rude word in folk?

DAVE MASON: ác album

with

that all pervading
rhythm. A fine fine set,
and too good to miss) PH

GRATEFUL DEAD:
Blues For Allah (Grateful Dead Records GD-

LA 494-G-0698)
The upsurge of interest in
top' West Coast bands

continues.

With

the

Airplane (sorry, Starship)
cleaning up all over the
place along come the
Dead putting the word
out on the Middle East
with 40 odd minutes of
clean, biting unmistakable
Dead music that is almost
a crash course combining
the flow of Workingman's
Dead with the outrageous

interstellar action

of

reggae on Crazy Finger

-

Anthem Of The Sun.
They break new ground
with Jerry Garcia going
jazz on Slipknot and éven
all lovingly created

within

that distinctive and

effortless style the Dead
have forged over the
years,

It

compare

is

pointless to

this

with

previous efforts as, unlike
many of their San

Franciscan compatriots,
they've never dropped a
hummer, and they don't
here.

DH
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Radio

Film

Forth to promote
Scottish chart

LOVE AND DEATH.

Cat A.

ABC Shaftesbury
Ave, front October 1eth.
THE LATEST In a long
line of Woody Allen
comedy successes is Love

And Death. Written,
directed by and starting
Allen it Is set in Russia
during the early years of

:COTLAND MAY soon have Its own
national top 40 following discussions the last century.
The film opens with
between Radio Forth and record
Boris (Woody Allen)
companies.
Forth
take
awaiting
In
returns
in a
The new chart each Friday and Satur- Russian execution
prison for a
would involve Radio day, compile the chart
Crime he did not commit.
on
Clyde as well, but so Sunday, then math otit On the eve of his
tar the two stations over 1,000 copies to execution he reminisces
dealers and discos.
about his past life and the
have yet to get
The nattonál chart events leading up to his
together.
imprisonment. We see his
proposal follows

'All

special
we know Is
presentation
In
the
record-. which record evening
companies
.ceps hies would definitewere invited to look at the
like to see a national
station's
dnd
tart for Scotland," a offer hints facilities
towards closer
pnkesman for Forth said
r

a

co-operation.
Forth has also offered
to make ads for record

u eek

as

Al the moment," he
on, "Forth Is the
station to compile its
110 charts from returns
-et in by retail outlets.
tent

companies.

Mfr'

.

"We have offered to
advise record companies
the moment any of their
records go on our play 11st
Then, if they wish.
we will make promotional
material for them,

'Obviously record

aces

in the Clyde area

slightly different but

the two stations could
rk together we Could

educe this chart. "
He said the Forth chart
"ruled to be a few weeks
of the national
mush chart and also
leered local taste,

ad

,I

"It will mean that if
companies want to get
behind a record while it's
on the play - list, they can
do so with maximum
effect "

join the teenybop echelons.
The guys, as fizzy as champers and young
enough not to remember the Beatles are:
Fey Munds (15) lead

by Jan
Iles

guitar, Paul Barker
141
singer, John_
42" Fortescue (13)
organ, Gal Dabin
Iii bass and John site's hall. Then

Mortimer (14)
drums.

Gang have been togeth-

I

I

rr now for twenty months.
Laving been formed by
Rev, who used to hang
around with some of the
members in the school
Playground.
The band
doing live

first started
gigs last

summer, during the at%
seeks holidays.

"Ocallet Paul took up
the story: "We started
Playing last summer
down the coast at caravan
sites Me mum's got a
caravan In Rye, near
Hastings see, and I knew
the
101,

manager, who got us a
playing in the camp

tour

massive, hulking broth era and all sorts of weird
characters who succeeded in turning him into
a

neurotic, cowardly

young man. He is forced
to join the army to fight
Napoleon and through a
serles of flukes becomes a
much -decorated hero. He
marries his childhood
sweetheart, Sonja (Diane
,Keaton) and then plots
with her to kill the wicked

Napoleon The plan
naturally backfires but

Boris is caught anyway
and the film ends with
him being told by a vision
that he will be pardoned
from the firing squad at
the Inst minute and so he
goes to face them quite

'TICK AROUND. while we bring you bang
up to date on Gang, latest pop offspring to

I

Childhood, brought up by
his mad father and two

we did a

of other caravan
sites to get the feel of

performing Uve. "

The band have been

through the normal
Channels of trying to get

that proverbial break.
They auditioned for

Opportunity Knocks but

bad luck set In, The tapes
broke. -and as Paul puts
It: "Everyone was Ina bit
of a bad mood, like, and
we haven't heard from
them smca. "
'20th Century, like a
knight in shtntngarmour
happened to hear the boys
and thought they had a
chance In pop of the
future. So they promptly
signed them up. and now
Gang have their debut

happily

,

.

.

vision was lying!

but the

if you are a fan of
Woody Allen's. whose
past films Include Sleeper
and Play It Again, Sam,
then this film Is a mustHis manic, zany style la,
however, an acquired
taste and many people
find him totally unfunny

My only reservation is
that the humour Is only

intermittently brilliant
and there are fair

stretches of film where
the laughs are a little low
on the ground.
Nevertheless. Love And
Death will have a lot of
people clutching their

ALICE COOPER joins
Russell Burly for his
t.ondoq-only chat show
this Friday (October 17).
but fortunately most of
the country now gets to
see Supersonic on Satins

121) Stephanie De Sykes

Introduces Clift Richard

and Paul (torus on Lank

Alive from Manchester

sides in uncontrolled
MIKE CHILDS
glee.

'rf

BLEEPS
I'Ll MOUTH SOUNII

is

now no the air each night

until midnight with a new
weekday slot (Ili. 00
12.00 pm) Plymouth

Sound Of love presented
by Brian Measures. At
the weekends Johu Coates

lakes care of Saturday
late' night while on
Sunday the eighteens get
-a chance with a new rock
slot. Other progranune
changes took effect from
September 20 but Involved merely the switching of presenters into
different slots.
(VINGRATt'I.ATIONS
ntl happy birthday hi
London's (Keltol Kadin
which is two years old
today (Thursday). The
station is celebrating with
a party at the Round
Home featuring Decameron / Magnificent Mercu.
ry Brothers. The show
starts at 11.00 pm and
goes out live as part of the

GANG ON
THE RUN

release with the company, entitled Run, Run
Run (reviewed this week,
page 23)
The band's
material Is written by a
friend, John Filibert, who
Is often termed the sixth
member
Because the boys are
still at school, they have
to fit In ltieir practice
after school and homework.
"Sometimes it makes us
tired. Y'know I often fink

day which this week
features David Eimer:,
Steve Colter, The Real
Thing, Sweet. Starr
Bolan, and the Ray City
It Mien. Then on Tumid ay

Look for:

to myself 'wot am I doing
all this for, wish I could go
out with me mates', but

realise all the
practising is worth It In
the end. Especially If we
can make the grade",
reckons Paul
"What we usually do is
come home from school,
right, get our homework
finlsed by 6. and then at
7.30 we practice ' W about
then

I.

ten."
Gang play at the

e

,

C

Tony Myatt show until
2.00 pm.

STILL. AT Capital,

Johnny Nash is taking
over aver from Greg
Edwards for a couple of
weeks to present the

Saturday night Soul
Spectre mshow.
AUDIO FAIR '72

promises to be a Yeast of
radio wtivity this year
with ISISC and earn.

mordnl 'stations queuing

for spols from the
show. Moat exciting
trough is the World
premiere of Mike Old.
field's new LP Omna
dawn in a specially hullt
( 120,0110 54) quadrophonic
studio. which will also
retrain. an 54) version of
Pink Floyd's latest 1-P.
Wish Vow Were itere.
Capital. Radio London
and 11110 Radio Two are
among stations trans..
milting Ilse from the .how
from October 20.26.
up

r

alli

ROLLERS' on Supersonic

BAY CITY

Listen for:

Kimmel FlyereIn Concert
10.30 pm Saturday).

Insight with Chicago

RADIO ONE goodies this
week include a repeat of
the first part of the Simon
and (larfaa Ind Story (1 00
pm Saturday October 181:
lie Feelgood and the

producer Wtlllam Guerelo

(5. 010 pm Sunday, October
10); and Gary Benson in
Sound.. tin Sunday (7.00
pm5,

WE ti t'Ve.: been asked W point out the( the book
reviewed in Intl&D last beck. Offshore Radio by
Greet Bishop. rontrine a history of every offshore
radio dial hart ever broadcast anew here In the
world. It is published by leeni Enterprises and
ran be obtained from them at 62 nigh Street.
Croydon C101211T. (Price (4.72 post free).

Brockley Jack, In the
music room upstairs. to a
couple of hundred ardent
female followers.
The other night",
recalls John the organist.
"the girls went mad. We
did our new single. and
we run around on the
spot. well, they were all
copying us.
The band usually play
all their_ own numbers.
with the exception of

seen

great substitute for

Sugar: Johnny B Goode
and Get Back.
They've attracted a cult
following in Germany,

made an appearance on
Look Alive, and if the
record makes the charts,
Top Of The Pops will be

For a review of Gang's
single, 'see pate 23.

three songs. Brown

where the magazine

Bravo -has been featuring
them.
Paul tells

me,

"Last

Thursday morning, dur
Mg me tutorial period me
school teacher gave me a
letter from Germany. All

they'd put on the envelope
was Paul Barker, The
Dacars Road School,
London. I dunno how it

calling them up
Paul's philosophy of the
band Is a simple and
effective one
"We formed the band
because a lot of the under
fifteen's haven't got a
band of their age group
Even the Rollers are too
old. We hope to cater for
mainly e. Y, lO and eleven
year olds."
Well Chums, they're a

tome."
Run Run Run has been
rush - released in
Germany, and It now
got

looks like the lads will
make an appearance over
there In the Christmas

holidays.

Britain however has
their charms much
earlier Last week they

"))2

teddy.

LP Offers Dom Jumbo Records &

IOYears of Offshore Radio_
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µITN PRACTICAIL\ every band Imaginable still

/ RAn
NOAKES, Penzance Gardens. Penzance
are out and about again as well. David Eases brings LEO SAYER / MAX
the fairground to London at the Nanura-rsmith Odeon,
MERRITT & THE MEe hilt. Sparks fly in from their sues ssful European
TEORS. Odeon, Newtour, and the Who takeover Emplee Pool nexl,Taesday. castle (Newcastle 23248)
FOUR TAPS, Fiesta,
111 daten and venues are correct al the ,lia a of going
to peeas, but we would advise that you ring the box Stockton
LINDA LEW IS, Congress
offlo' (o ~non the gig before selling out.
nn

execs of geed gigs around this
week. Leo Sayer's still going strong, and the Drifters
the road. there's an

,TACK THE LAD

Theatre, Eastbourne
(Eastbourne 36363 )
.1011 NY JOHNSON

BLACK SABBATH /

THURSDAY

BAND CALLED O. City
Hall. Sheffield (Sheffield
270711

()ember 1e

FUMBLE. Nashville.

TANGERINE DREAM,

North End Road. London

The Cathedral, Liverpool

THE DRIFTERS. The' W11 (010036071)
Bowl. Morecambe (More- FOGG, Sundown, Charing 't Road, London WC2
cambe 416017)
VAN DER GRAAF (017316963)
GENERATOR, The Uni- WILD ANGELS. Strikes
versity, Bristol (Bristol Club, Burslem. Stoke
TILE CHIEF TANS, New
3505)
BAND CALLED O, Theatre. Oxford (Oxford
A
Astoria. Leeds (Leeds 4454-1)
MELANIE, Carlton, Dub6214941
DR FEEL000D / G. T. IM (Dublin 7.14008)
AMORE & TitE KEG. DAVID ESSEX. HamGAE GUITARS, Guild - mersmith Odeon, -London
(01 748 4081)
Tall, Portsmouth (Port- W6
BETTY DAVIS, Ronnie
smouth 24335)
OSIBISA, The Polytech- Scott's. Frith Street,:
London WI (014390747)

nic. Oxford (Oxford

SPARKS, Odeon,

619981

SUTHERLAND BROS.

Edinburgh (031

&

Qtll1 ER. Dingy. ails.
NW'1 (01 26749671

V

.FASTER CARROTS? College of Food, Cardiff
lit. STEER, Nags Head,

Wycombe 21758)
TONI" (7HRISTIE, Crests
Club, Solihull
LULU, Glasgow Rangers
Club. G lasgow
MUN(iO JERRY. Warn-

ers.Stockport

\

INCE HILL,

Kings

Cross. Eastbourne

MUSCLES, Reservoir Hotel. EarIse( and
RUG SR BROUGIITON
BAND, Golden Diamond.
in - Ashfeld
Sutton
(Sutton - in - Ashfeld

(Brtsto1291768)
THE W11O,

DAVE

Bristol

Apollo.

Glasgow 0413326%5)

BUTTERFLY HALL

filbert Hall. Lon-

Royal
don

S W7

(01 589 921 2)

THE DUIBLINERS, The
Pavilion, Hemel Hempstead
TILE:

SI'INNEILS, ABC.

Hull (Hull 23620)
BILLY CONNOLLY, New
Victoria, London SW1 (01

110110,

:

/

Colston Hall,

2690)

The University, Nottlngham (Nottingham 55912 )

RNTION

LEWIS, City Hall, New.
castle ( New castle 20007)
STEELEVE SPAN /
CAJUN MOON, University of Kent, Canterbury
(Canterbury 652.24)
ROGER V. IIITTAKFdt.

1

STA(KKIl)GE /

)

Town Hall, Stourbridge
F1IRI'OFtT CO N-

Camden lock, London

High Wycombe (High

667 3806

KURSAAL FLYERS,

834 0671)

'

a1/1111(

-' 1t10WADDYWADDY
With special guests

'ARROWS
appearing at the

GAUMONT STATE
KILBURN
FRIDAY 24th OCTOBER at 8.15 p.m.

11

ARDIN

G,
Roch-

FRIDAY

6436101)

MELANIE, De Montfort
Hall, Leicester (Leicester
228501

DEMIS ROUSSOS, New
Theatre, Oxford (Oxford
44544)

DAVID ESSEX, Ham-

mersmith Odeon, London
)

BETTY DAVIS, Ronnie

Scott's. Frith Street,
London WI 101439 0747)

SPARKS, Odeon.
Edinburgh (031 6673806)
BAKER GURVITZ
ARMY, Free Trade Hall,
Manchester (061 8340943)
PETER SKELLERN /
AM AZINO RLONDEL.
The University, Aberdeen
(Aberdeen 258101
ANDY FAIRWEATHER
LOW. The University.
Exeter (Exeter 77911)

FAIRPORRT CONTENTION / DAVE

LEWIS, Apollo, Glasgow
1

04

1

33 2 605 5 )

Kt ILSAAL FLYERS,

The

Polytechnic, Liverpool
BUNNY, Technical Col.
lege. Poole

CAMEL / LONDON
Seel PlIONI ORCHES-

ST It E E T W AL K E It S.

North East London

Polytechnic. London El?
101 527 09331

EXPRESS, Lafayette, Wolverhampton
BILLY CONNOLLY, New
Victoria Theatre. London
B. T.

.

S

W I (01 834 06711

VAN DER G1tAAF

GENERATOR. Corn 1St.

change, Cambridge

(Bury St Edmunds3937I
.TACK TIIF LAD / RAR

(II 30 to 8 p

m, Monday to Saturday)

Kilburn High Road, Kilburn NW6
Tickets: £1.75, f1.50, £1.25.

1

Celeste Aleld 70188

)

TANGERINE DREAM,
City Hall. Glasgow
G.

T.

MOOItE

&

THE DRIFTERS,

Aquarius. Chesterfield

(Chesterfield 70188)
LEO SAYER. City Hall.
Sheffleld (Sheffield 27074 )
WALLY / ROBO, Westfield College. London

FUMBLE, Goldsmiths
(01

S52 11881

CANDLEWICII GREEN.
Faggins, Manchester

FOUNDATIONS, Bail652

-

AIRPORT

CO N.

NTION / DAVE
LEWIS. Usher Hall,
1

F

Edinburgh (031 5570505)
BII.LY CONNOLLY, New
Victoria, lon don 5W1 (01
874 0671

)

FOUII TOPS, Fiesta,

College, Exmouth

College. Bristol (Bristol

North East London Stockton
Polytechnic. Dagenham LINDA LEWIS, New
Theatre, Southport
(01 599 61 41)
MIKE ABSALOM. Rolle CPT / MOTT, Redlands
TONI CHRISTIE, Cresta
Club, Solihull
LI'LI., Glasgow Rangers
Club, Glasgow
ANDY FAIRWEATHER
LOW, The University,
Exeter (Exeter 77011)
SUTHERLAND BROS: &

QUI\ ER, College

of
Technology, Maidstone
STACKRIDOE, The Pol-

ytechnic, Hatfield

BUDGIE. St Andrew's
Hall, Norwich
ALIIE.RTO I LOS TRIOS

PARANOIAS. North

309901

ROXY MUSIC / SADIS
TIC MIKA BAND. Em
pire Pool. Wembley (01
902 1214

)

SilOW ADD YW A DDT.
Caird Hall, Dundee

(Dundee 22399)
BARCLAY JAMES HARVEST / CAFE SOCIETY,
The University, Bradford

(Bradford

34136)

CARL MALCOLM.
Dreamland, Margate

SATU =iDAY
October IB
THE WHO. Granby Hall,

Lelcrsler (Leicester
It LKER GURVITZ

243021

ARMY. De Montfort Hall,

(Leicester

ANDY FAIRWEATHER
LOW / UNICORN, Leas
Cliff Hall, Folkestone
( Folkestone 53193)
THE DR PET E It S,

Aquarius. Chesterfield
(Chesterfield 70188)
DAVID ESSEX, Hammersmith Odeon,' London

732741

CURVED AIR / EAST
OF EDEN / SASSAF

BASS. Roundhouse.
Chalk Farm. London NWI
(01 267 256 4)

SPARROW. Grey Topper, NotUngham
MAC & KATIE Rus SOON. Baileys, Derby
( Derby 363151)

DESMOND DEKKER.
Baileys, Stoke (Stoke

STICKRIDGE, The Uni-

CAJUN MOON, Coventry
Theatre, Coventry (Coventry 231411
BLUE OYSTER CULT /

(Sheffleld 24076)

mersmith Odeon, london

IJ PS. I mp a rla !'College, london SW7 (01 589

IIORSLIPS, Tree Tops.

W6

COI

748 4081

)

versity, Sheffield
H O RS
)

STREETWALKERS /

(01854 2030 )

LEO SAYER. The Uni-

39071)

CURVED AIR, The
U n l y e

e

o

l

t

y,

&

QUIVER, Barbarejlas,

Birmingham

643

1021

BETTI' DAS IS. Ronnie
Scott's. Frith Street,
London
SPARKS, Apollo,
gow 1041 3M 6055)
1

(01 439 0747 )

Glas

ARGENT. Tiffany's,

Great Yarmouth
Yarmouth 2524)
BLACK SARB VTR, City
Hall. NewcasUe (New1

8421)

caste200071

TINE PLATTERS, Fatrneld Hall. Croydon (01688

nla. Dunstable tAun-

B. T. EXPRESS. Canter.

stable

836041

CONVENTION / DAVE
LEWIS, Music Hall.
Aberdeen (Aberdeen
288171
ROXY MUSIC / 9ADI3

W6(01 748 4081
2.2342)

LEO SAYER. Odeon,

Birmingham

(021

643

6103)

THE Wllo, Emplee Pool.
Wembley 101 902 1244 )

BARRIO GURVITZ
ARMY, Kings Hall.

TIC MIKA BAND. Cape.

Derby
THE SPINNERS, New.
Theatre, Oxford (Oxford

31316)

44514)

24335)

(Huddersfield 41336)

tot, Cardiff (Cardiff

BAKER GURVITZ PETER SKELLEKN /
ARMY, Guildhall, Port. AMAZING BLONDEL
mouth (Portsmouth Ivanhoes, Huddersfield
TILE SPINNERS, Kings

Hall, Derby

EXPRESS. Hammersmith Odeon. Landon
B. T.

BUNNY, Nashville,

W6 (017484081)

(016036071)
B. T. EXPRESS, Top of
the World, Stafford

Sheffield (Sheffieid70101 )
THE PLATTERS, The
Night Out, Birmingham
GF,ORGI E FAME & THE
BLUE FLAMES. Ding.

North End Road. London
W'14

LINDA LEWIS, Royal
Court, Liverpool ((Sr

709

5163)

FOUR TOPS. Fiesta,

FOUR TOPS, Fiesta,

walls, Camden Lock,

London NW (01 267 4917 )
Sheffield (Sheffield 70101 ) MIKE IIAIRDING. Park
11OT C110001 ATE, New Hotel, Ambleside, WestTheatre. Hull (Hull 20463) moreland
THE PLATTERS, The BILLY CONNOLI,Y, ARC
Night Out, Birmingham Cinema, Belfast (Belfast
1

224841

BILLY CON N OLLY, Car- STEELEYF: SPAN, ABC.
lton Cinema, Dublin
(Dublin 744098)
Peterborough 3504)
STEFLEYF SPAN / A RAND CALLED O. Top
CAJUN MOON, City Hall,
Rank, Cardiff (Cardiff
Newcastle (Newcastle 26518)
200071
JA
TIIF; LAD, The
3110 WA D DY WA DDY.
University. Swansea
New Theatre. Oxford
(Swansea 24861)
(Oxford 44514 )
MEDICINE IIF,AD, MarTANGERINE DREAM, quee, Wartlour Street,
York Minster, York
London WI (011376803)
NEIL INNER FATSO, FOUNDATIONS. Bail-

Peterborough
1

Marquee. Wardour
Street, London W) (01

437

eys.

Liverpool

(051

0771)

709

KATIE KIM.
SOON, Baileys, Derby

6603)

MAC

NW1 (01 267 4967)

(Derby 3631611
CARL MALCOLM. Baileys, Birmingham (021 70,1

eys, Liverpool (061

709

0171

CARL MALCOLM /

MARMALADE. Baileys,

Birmingham

(021

6307)

706

&

6307)

ANDY FAIRWEATHER
LOW. The University,
Swansea (Swansea

24651

)

DESMOND DEKKER,
Baileys. Stoke (Stoke
23958)

1

Coventry (Coventry

31316)

Nr,.y
O1,

»ill'PEy/

t
VICTORIA
PALACE

SPAN /
CAJUN MOON, Coventry
Theatre, Coventry (Coy entry 2314 I)
DR FEEL(IOOD / G. T.
'IOORF, & THE REGGAE GUITARS, Sta.'
dium, Liverpool (061 236

STEEI.EYE

6396)

THE CHIF.FTA NS.
ston 21721)

SPARKS,

Palace

Theatre, Manchester (061
23601841

9413)

W

FAIRPORT

SAD1R"

TIC MIKA 1413íD. Capi-

Guildhall; Preston (Pre-

Loughborough

SUTHERLAND BROS.

MOTOItIIEAD, Ham.

/

(Sheffield 24076)

FOUNDATIONS, Ball-

Southend

679211

PBELOOOD, Civic
(Guild-

ROXY MUSIC

(Southend

STEELEVE SPAN /

DR

19aí1, Guildford
ford 67314 )

tol. Cardiff (Cardiff

MAX MERRITT & THY.
METEORS, Dingwalls,
Camden Lock, London

the South,

24335)

KURSAAL FLYERS, The

THE DRIFTERS, Talk of

23958)

39071)

Portsmouth (Portsmouth

(021 622 2233)

SUnDAY

Staffs. Polytechnic. Stoke
on - Trent (Stoke - on
October 19
Trent 15931)
'LINDA LEWIS, Empire,
Sunderland (Sunderland

versity, Leeds (Leeds

North Staffs Polytechnic.
Stafford

F

ST ItEETWALKERS.

(Nottingham 811022)
PETE ATKIN t Clive
James. The University,
Bristol ( Bristol 35035)
GORDON GILTRAP,

MOTT / UPP( Dancing
Slipper, West Brldgeford

ROGER DALTREY

HAY

October 21
THE CRIEFTAN4, The
University. Leeds (Leeds

SPARKS. Guildhall.

October 20
TILE CID EFTANS, City
Hall, Sheffield (Sheffield

University. Sheffield

)

.ARGENT, London College of Printing, London
SRI 101 735 55104 )

Leic22950)ster
e

TU

270741

37188)

046)

FOUR TOPS, Fiesta,
Stockton (Stockton 553

92911

R

41336)

(Uxbridge

TONY CIIFtISTIE. Copperfield's, Bolton
MIKE ABSALOM, University of Brunel, Uxbridge Uxbridge 37188)

111011DAY

dersf field (Huddersfield

FEEI.000D, Brunel
University, Uxbridge

23958)

1

Brunel University. Va.
bridge (Uxbridge 37188)
5
BAND CALI.It) O,
Penthouse. Scarborough
(Scarhorough63204)
WILD ANGEL, Jordan
Hill Col Iege,.G Iasgow

SQUEEZE, University of
East ' Anglia. Norwich
'I Norwich 520681
BUDGIE. Thames Polytechnic. London SE18

Oldham 1061

t
,I

THE

5111

eys,

)

REGGAE GUITARS,

646811

College, London SE14

a

1'

(041

DR

TET, Brewery Tap,
Walthsmstow, London

Ell

Aquarius, Chesterfield

NOAKES. Sussex University. Beighlon (Brighton

511'3(014357141)

Box Office Telephone
01-624 8081

I

TILING, Ivanhoes, Hud.

October11
MARC ROLAN. Mayfair,
Newcastle (NewgnstM upon- Tyne 23109)
THE C119EFTA NS,
Odeon. Birmingham (WI

W6 (01 7 48 4081

RONNIE SCOTT QUAR-

DRIFTERS,

TILE

(Derby 363151)
DESMOND DEI4KER,
Baileys, Stoke (Stoke

66276)

STRING DRIVEN

9021234)

IN KILBURN I

NCONCERT

1

TRA. Royal Albert Hail.
London 5W7 (015968212)
ROXY MUSIC / SADISTIC MIKA BAND. Empire Pool. Wembley (01

J110WADpWÁDDY

numb
r

RAF Sl Alban, Barry
111.1' / MI/TT, Hard Rock,
Manchester ((If 865 3227)

MIKE

)

BARCLAY JAMES lIAR
VEST / CAFE SOCIETY,
Victoria Hall. Hanley

221 90001

&

THE BANDWAGON.

Champness Hall,
dale

deen23141

MAC .0 KATIE Kt&
SOON, Baileys. Derby

VAN DER ORAAF
GENERATOR. Kursaal,
Southend (Southend

5110V. ADDYW ADDY,
Capitol, Aberdeen ( Aber

THF, WHO. Granby Halls,

Leicester (Leicester

1

243021

THE DUBLINERS, New
Victoria Theatre, London
SWI (018340671)
TILE SPINNERS. Town
Hall, -Birmingham (021
236 2392)

ARGENT / DIRTY
TRICKS, Civic Hall,
Wolverhampton
FOUR TOPS, Fiesta,
Sheffield (Sheffield 701011

510/15 MOM

NEW
FACES
oevc0 A
LES

COCS

BOOK NO'NI -01-834 7317

27
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Steeleye a

little flat
'

/

STF:ELEYE SPAN

(.tester ABC
STF.ELEYE BREEZED
the ancient town of
'Chester
(Tester for the first of
their British dates after
their recent successful
tnurof Australia.
Playing mostly material from their new All
Around My Hal album,
they started wit.. a lively
instrumental called Some
naves. and went straight
into Flreeter.
'

/luring the second song.
'daddy Prior, radiant in a
magic -ell type dress and
w dh a flower In her hair.
insde a nope . too

dramatic entrance.
Steeleye may be in,
nm'ators In that they are
ire sole folk rock band
re.rlly in the big time but
Vial nasal folkie one t.,nd - over - the - ear
routine Is wearing a little
-bun. and It's when the
as on
men in the group
flack lack Davy start
sing, that the Steel

--

)ppeal subsides a little.

Still, the audience,
.me of whom had

.ravelled from

deep

In

izzcoazzslcia=t

<<

North Wales) weren't
protesting, and Bach.
elor's Life, featuring
bassist Rick

Kemp, on
lead vocals, went down

.

well.

4

An accapella version of
Come Fill Up Your

iiC/

Guitarist Bob Johnson's vocal on Robin Hood
was a little flat, but the
harmonies
and Maddy

have done justice to a late
Sixties group.
The Inhibited audience
rose to Its collective feet
when the Span wound up
with a jig medley, and

Prior

Dance

-With-returned
on
Me. which

was one of

the out
standing songs of the
evening.
The. traditionally -titled
Little Sir Hugh and Hard
Times Of Old England
were next on the agenda.
The latter was hardly a
well - named song. With
different lyrics, It would

literally danced, In the
This was ithe

aisles.

Steeleye we all love and
know so well.
The encore was
to

say

the

unexpected.

--

least
A

fglkle

version of the Beatles You
Won't See Me is hardly a
joy to the ears. although

ñ

owrMa

ncanu-

8.8.
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MADDY PRIOR! is the !elide sound wearing thin?

oaatAN.s
,:.rñue

n

`onuG[IueUGurA

sixth -form sense of
humour.

,=oweae

co.en

N

this point that the

monotony began to set in
a little. An embarrasing
version of I'm Forever
Blowing Bubbles followed, and revealed Span's

uorolli

úie

Glasses saw the whole
band with one hand over
their ears, and It was at

leiuiiOnw

Iui:oiYrt.ran

.oN[aaclro
:r215;12..

eRr k.,

in

-Y.wr,.iYee

CoQ'

the Span sounded more

like a youth club outfit.

first

The

of

LARGE COLOUR
POSTERS

the

Technoflash folkles didn't
ex-actly get off to a flying

start Since I'm not an
avid follower of their
music, 1' suppose It's
unfair to criticise another
man's meat, which is
Span's advantage
hard
core of fans.
I
only hope they feel

-

Justice was done

4.

'

Record &

.OUYsiR

IW Way

slUD10e4

Mart

Tape

.
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MIKE ISRANNAN
d

Still

beautiful
SIEIANIE/ Albert Hail
Tilt: PHANTOM stagger
truck again at Melanie's
bneert last Monday
r,l

ening.

After her brilliant
improvisation of the

Ruby Tuesday.
from the
isdience, smashed a
brandy glass on the ricer,
and yelled obscenities
Four heavies carried

Stone's

the said pest rose

'ion away.

But the

damage was done.

Melanie, trying to keep
(aim said. "He was at my
concert last year: This
year I was expecting you

-

y'know you really
upset me the first time
She claimed he hadn't
affected her this time, but
that was wishful thinking

She abandoned the Idea

of doing another Stones'
song, and did an up -

tempo number Instead,
which she raced through,

forgetting her lines.
1

mixing up the words and
generally having a hell of
a

time

Between verses she
admitted! "I guess it
affected me", and one

couldn't help cussing the
guy who ruined Melanie's

hitherto
half.

brilliant first

After the Intermission

Melanie came back on
stage and began by

singing the poignant
Babe Rainbow. The
words were most appro-

priate: "Keep your glow
on. you gotta go

on".

She

was actually singing
about herself.
Melanie paused for a
while, tried to change

chords

for the

next

number, but was still
very upset. She panicked: "I'd do It if I could,
but I lust can't do It" A
cry for help. Someone
came on stage with a
glass of water and a
message

"It said hurry up", she
Plied. Ah, what a pro Hereafter she managed to
regain confidence and her
performance became
flawless again

quick appearance
from Lel lab, her two year
A

old daughter, who wan
dered on stage as If she
was walking into someone's front
mom, and
Melanie dedicated a song
for her daughter which
had everyone clapping

tapping to Its
infectious beat
Melanie's stage presence is magnetic. Her
quivering voice, a mixture of warmth, naivete,
Irony, was magnificent,
and her little - girl appeal
captured the hearts of the
entire audience.
Her ehbice of material
was a mixture of her oil n
compositions and artist's
song: she had made
famous, though -incredibly she didn't feature her
chart hits, What Have
They Done To My Song
Ma or Brand New Key.
However, for the encore
she did Psychotherapy,
The Living Bell and the
and

remarkable Beautiful

People. Without doubt
Melanie herself Is one of
JAN ILES
them

Pretty
flaw less

BLACK A BBÁTH/Uverpool Empire
S

concept trips hére.
I had never heard of
support act Bandy Legs
before Thursday night's
gig, but after seeing
them, I'd say we may see
them go on to greeter
things. Sounding something like a cross between
Sassafras and the Doobie
Brbs. , they proved a good
opening act, although It's
a pity their types never
get promotion from the

Third Division
MIKE BRANNAN

Perfect
skirt

CLEO LAINE/Talk Of
The Town, London
FRESH FROM a highly
successful concert tour of
the States. Cleo Leine,
ably assisted by her
husband / arranger
conductor, Johnny Dankworth, took the stage at
London's Talk Of The
Town for the first, time
last week.
The audience at the
Talk can be difficult. Out
for an evening of wining
and dining. they can
exhibit apathy to even the
most experienced artists.
Cleo nearly received
such treatment at the

do
lads could music

start of her act She
followed an up -tempo
song with a down -tempo

and a mysterious green

a

ONLY OSSIE

and the

. classical
it
build-up to their entrance
.

,

the
light bathes
psychedelic

uhmm
backdrop. So we all sat,
waited and wondered
what kind of grand
climax was looming.
-

.

But they hadn't

changed. With typical

casualness, they marched
on boldly and Ossie
bawled "Awright Liver.
pool" Considering it was
the opening night of their
tour, the set was pretty
flawless.

They started with
Killing Yourself To Live
from the Sabbath Bloody
Sabbath album. and went
on to play most of their

standard numbers as well
as tracks from the new

Sabotage LP

They

finished with Children of
the Grave and encored
with the inevitable Para.
noid
Yes, they're still the
same old Sabbath. `No

one, leaving her listeners

little lost between the
changes`In mood.
Bird ^Song, written by
Dankworth, was of the

first -breakthroughs,

showing Cleo's talents at
shat singing off at their
best
Whatever the slight
problems with the diners.
there was never any
doubt that she is one of
Britain's most polished
Jazz singers, as well as
turning In good versions
of more standard songs
like Streets Of London
Her act ended with a ten
minute medley of "most
requested songs", each
segment greeted with
applause At the finish,
the reception was loud
and enthusiastic, and her
encore broke the Ice
completely for the first
Bose, when she proved
what a great sense of
humour she has by
singing snatches of songs

done by Ms Lame,

SOUL SINGLES

worked well

Refund Gu, .anti.
COO sp were
1.100 SAE plus lop In,
EMI

OIIYIs

Qa

-14

=

Odeon, London.

HE COMES on stage
wearing a black hood
emblazoned with the word
RAPIST, and you know
that Todd Rundgren is on
top of everything Half
way through his Current
single Real Man he rips
the hood off and throws it
at the audience.
He's a high energy
performer who bludgeons
his punters with a nonstop athletic show that
takes in just about every
different style of rock
from outasite guitar to his
monumental I Was Born
To Synthesise and then on
to, the emotion laden Old
Soldiers -Fade Away But
The Dream Goes On

Forever.
Rundgren's ability to
utilise so many different
styles makes his two -anda -half hour set' Into a
swiftly changing act that
still manages to include I
Saw The Light as well as
Freedom Fighter.
He bounces from one
side of the stage to the
other putting down his
raps about Utopia and

other psychedelic obsessions until he masterfully
leads his audience into a
series of rockers that has
everyone In the building

their feet.

Why Todd Rundgren
not as big as say, Alice
Cooper, is one of those
mysteries because he has
an equal amount of
presence and an absurd
amount of musical, abilt
ty.
One song he dedicated
to the Knightsbridge
spaghetti house
Is

DAVID HANCOCK
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GIRLS hit Broadway
Actually,
if you look a little
closer you'll see it's
none other than the
Bay City Rollers
going Into their high
kicking routine.
The poor boys It

' l

would appear, are
down to hanging
around ,busking on
New York street
corners.

ENÍDJ
RUPERT HOLMES

Is In

hoodoo to produce the
new Sailor album Ile
comes hot from the States

where he has been
producing for Barbra

~rested.

The lady has
the reputation of being
difficult for work with but
Rupert says nut no.

"She knows exactly
what she likes and what is
good for her voice You
might think you have
talked her into something,
but then she'll call you
later that evening and say
no,

she's

mind.

changed

her

Rupert, whose own

album: Rupert Holmes,
has just been released,
elan had a hand In the
making of the new film

Nashville. The film
parodies

country

and

Holmes
Sweet
Holmes

A few people seem lobe
taking notice but no one
has so far thrown any
money, and as for the

bearded guy behind them
he looks suitably unimpressed... "Like, yeah
man, who's does Bay City
Rollers dudes, "
Well we know who they
are but it seems to be
taking the Yanks a long
lime to decide whether or
not they're phenomenal.
So far the American press
seem to be outnumbering
the fans by about two to
one. So are our American
chums wise or foolish?
Only Marc Bolan has the
'answer

..

western stars, and already we hear reports
that a few real life C& W
stars are non too happy
about the joke. A bit too
near home perhaps?

The charming Mr

All together now..
one, -two, three !
i77Yva,í--1
rs

p
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ROLLERS: ignored?

k

.

wearing pencil Skirls

1(l`

Service
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Record Mirror and Disc
staff who remain corn
pletely bowled` over and
very impressed.

with

t

and o man that sharp ,loesn'I miss nut on
piece of pul,lk Ity-

good
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SOUNDS celebrate their
fifth birthday in the only
way possible with a 12
page special on the WHO
" Maximum R,& B,
'
everything you've always
wanted to know about
THE WHO plus -complete
discography.

All iii, this week's

$Ó1UlhAkt

ri

p

f

41/,

°

More'celebration with Dr.
Feelgood, Bruce Springsteen,
Steve Howe and Linda
Lewis.

a

nudge

íY O'k:N l; star David Ilridger had I.ary and the
1:11Uer nand, as well as fellow hell recording artists Hello to
add that extra sparkle !» his wedding
nand married mmlel Sharon Young
London's Caxton
Itall earlier this month, and got the fa micos stars (otarry him
and his new wife dm, n the steps afterwards
So how come young Mr Itridger an amass see h talent al
Ih, snap of his fingers. Yon wanna know" .
Well. you ROC.
r Wield also happens to he promotions director al hell
11

Heron!,

even if you did have
something in your eye;
Ferry we mean. Did you
see him on the Sapt'rvnnie
programme! All camped
up in his 01 khaki, with a
patch over his eye" Well It
might have been painful
when the stone scratched
his cornea (yeceenos) hut
reereeeaally. Bowie did
all that bualnee@ More
than a year ago. Mind
you we do like the girls
with the Fifties gear.
Fab, reeeenally fah. How
long before everyone's

sy

I

RING DAT BELL
s471I It

been done before dear,

dis

r

Holmes does a clever
Impersonation of the C&W
style
he demonstrated
It to lucky membersof the

HONESTLY, IT'S all

.

ILLL

1u

INMAN:,eri ~piling served?

WELL, WE'VE heard of
Are You Being Served
Slr? but It seems our Mr
Humphrles, or John
Inman If you prefer, has
been hiding something.
A
peep' behind the
scenes reveals ,that the
old gay dog had got it
wrong and It should have
been Are You Being
Served Madam, which
tends to put the pansy
amongst the nettles so to
speak.

What, you might ask,
are we going on about.
Well, Mr Inman, currently appearing in Let's
Get Laid on the London
stage, has moved into the
pop world with a nudge,
nudge
wink, wink
type single titled, of
course, Are You Being
Served SW?
It has enough double
entendres to keep everyone guessing about Mr
Humphries till the Series
comes back to the small
screen-

-

Thereforewe award this

week's Cornucopia Collossus o EG Mu :rage
men:, whose Rosy Music
banquet In Newcastle on
Sunday was "discreetly
elegant". And not, for the
record follow up of all
time, After Little Julie,
releaanl just a few weeks
hack, we get today a new
single from Peter She,!.

ley:

?

pinched.

Billy Connolly

.

On

I

At the number eight slot
we've gained star of show
jumping. V - signs and

Campbell, an Irish lady
ho has for years been

making a successful
living in Scotland. She's
been a Philips artist for
eight years, and recorded

this spintual (now out on

now

ib, third tina' lucky run)
in 1971.

warhorse True Love, and
finally, at number 10.
we've acquired Ethna

George Benson

records. Harvey
Smith, with that old

Is

the
Scot
in

danger of taking over,
honestly, with all that
hair and that voice Oro!
It's enough to make you
say BYE B\ C XXX
XXX.

THE JARVIS BROTHERS

list

the

real

other hand fellow

ago with his Bump Me
Baby, which no doubt
helped pave the way for
his success this done.

we've got Dooley Silvers.
peon In for the first time
ever with As long As You
Know (t\ he You Are).
Dooley. an American
disco - could Merchant,
nearly Made It a while

What

-

clubs

quickly found favour with
his camp, naughty come

dy song, baited around his
role in the TV series.

Wisconsin.

went a rong7 Course even
wilder things happen :ill
record companies
like
the Rolling Stones going
hack to Heces? is John
Inman ruder than Judge

their single dropping,
Stuart Tosh haul his golf

BEHIND THE BREAKERS

-

-

reception In the States
even if they have had a
bad week, \part from

24

At least Hughle's showwill be a good plug for their
I suppose that's what the show's all about.
release
Maybe he could book the Jackson Flve,

spy two

hand were mbubeahving
quite dreadfully. Of
course It Is Good for their
Image, bless 'em. And
talking of getting wasted,
we hear that President
Cord's stun has given the
OK to smoking dope. "It's
just Uke wine or beer If
you don't do It to excess."
says the sweet youth.
Meanwhile Dr Feelgood
preserd,e Peened, or at
least they did at their
reception this week
gaUons of It, all dished up
at the Perod Salon In
New Bond Street. Old
records were also given a
spin, but an old time good
time was not to he had.

plumbed." Still Pilot
should get a better

-

John Inman tMr.
Humphreys
or Is it
Humphries? - of Are Yuu
Being Served!) has also

to our TOTP

naughty.hoys from that

about their music: "The
bottom of the pup eikhe
vault has finally :wen

...

Lowerdown

Glitterband? According

D

WHATEVER HAPPENED to the Jackson Five or was
it Six
or seven? .anyway they've been off the scene
so long that here comes another five real live brothers
The Jarvis Brothers.
Their ages range between seven and 17 and they'll be
getting what's called "a big break" when they appear
on Uncle Hughle Green's Opportuity Knocks on
November 3.
Well, actually, It's not that big break as they've
already been signed up by Decca Records and have a
single titled If I Could Write A Love Song out October

mode a surprinsinely
quick appearance, whitxing straight Into top slot of
the breakers.

again (not you silly)? Rut
never mind the gtuardiata,
of style, what about the

oonowrtaatool, . . . Or are
the !toilers really getting
girl hungry In New York?
Mind you they could do
with some love after as hat
Rolling Stone had to say

1

LLT'S BEGIN with the
newcomers, of which
then- are flve, Blur Jay's'
dreamy Blue Gultar has

J

Lsssv

.1'

.°1

Si*

Of the five remaining
breakers, only two, the
disco

record

Supership and

hlcin's Move It, an In the
ascendant. Roger Whitt.
ker's The First Hello The
Last Goodbye has stuck

at fourth position, Austin

Roberts has plummeted
from second to sixth
place, and Cliff Richard
looks as if he's finally put
the mockers on timothy
Took Angel by his refusal
to promote it.
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to Pen Society
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Europe ll,
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service
ISM! et 46111eoon Read
London WI 019370102
dawn
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friends

,tol

Dagenham, Essex.

friends, Introductions opposite sex with sincerity
and thoughtfulness
Details free. Stamp to
Jane Scott. 3/RM North
Street, Quadrant, Brighton, Sussex BNI 3GJ.

questbnnaln and

mew

Many rare sounds,

JANE SCOTT for genuine

SA

Records For Sole
P ASTBLAS TE ItSI

PENFRIENDS

WANTED, anywhere, any age.
SAE to Pen Society,
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Dubthe

.
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SAE 21 Southwalk
M Iddleton, Sussex

-

SMALLS.
(Rates and Conditions
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lltCARTNEI look alike.
- Nancy Scharfe, Zí29
1 rhnol, Chicago, Illinois,

Trevelyan, Tauneld

endish house, Crossgate,
South Shields, Tyne and
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SAE for details,
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-
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41.

SE25,

Y.
interesting correspond- SASSAFRAS
OFFICIAL
ence, friendship, even Fan Club. - Heather and
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Berlin 11, Box 110660/RM, London SEll. Tel Carden
Germany,
(0222) 371318
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ENT! The best services SHINE. BAND Official
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Meads Road, Wood
Thousands of members Green, London N22 SRN
all ages, England, THREE DEGREES abroad.
For free Send SAE PO Box 6,
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Absolute

Records. (Dept 4), High
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Kings Lynn, Norfolk.
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1
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Ma,
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PENFRIENDS AVAILABLE, home and abroad
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PENFRIENDS
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London W1.

for bargain
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free
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-100+
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Confidential details

Road,

5
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MI.

Unique postal
helot
S A.E to

DON'T BE LONELY!
Genuine introductions,
friendship / marriage.

243

COLLECT SINGLES?

Unsuccessful with women)
Leda charm. personality

Details, SAE
(Dept DC), 18 Ardleigh
House, Barking IGIl

-

ti

FELLAS
ARE YOU A BORE?

Rance

_

Queen's

109

Road, Reading

-

Dundee, please

1'

IRRM/3),

Teenage Club, Falcon
House. Burnley,
HONEY MAKING plans.
pages of ideas only LI post
free
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ADULT BOOKS, maga.
nines, films, etc,

London N7

STrROCK from

iron.

Computer Dating

-

Personal
1011N

-

don SWI3OAT

spotlight Publications, 1 Benwell
Road,
7AX.

YOU adventurous' If so
you can make exciting
new friends.
Write SIM

SET SALE of oldies, soul
and many Rock 'N' Roll
rarities Large SAE to:
Mister 'M', 2 Brightmoor
Street, Nottingham.
SINGLES FROM the
Past. Large SAE. 'Time
Slip Music', 220 Victoria
Road West. Cleveleys,
Lance.

AMAZING SELECTION

of golden oldies
Send
1075), from 10p.
SAE for lists, 82 Vandyke
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-

S

I

ree t,

Liverpool

records at wholesale

West Midlands.
AUCTION OF SOUL

-

reggae and
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records- Large SAE12

Friars

Witten. Gilbert.

-

De

Co.

Durham.
BEATLES OLDIE, singles Brand new, mint
SAE for list
condition
Music Merchants, Kern.
'
psey, Worcester
LPN FROM 20p, 45s from
Lists
5p, Large SAE.

-

Pat",

47

Larbreck

Avenue, Blackpool
STAX OF TRAX for your
Borth
soul. SAE.

-

Farm, Bontddu, Doi.
gellau, Gwynedd

GOLDEN OLDIES.

You've tried the rest now
try the best. Large SAE,
Baxter, 8 Shaftsbury

-Avenue,

19.52.75,

:

-Stockton,

Rugby, War
wick shire.
GOOD CONDITION exJuke box records and

Street, Wee -

others.

SAE

47

Chelmsford
mouth. Dorset

Soulslene,
Stafford Street,

-

printed for discos,

groups, clubs, promo.
Runs, advertisIng,'etc.
Send stamp for details

-

Multi Screen Services

Pen Friends

TOT' )LANK label records
High prices for good
condition. Also required,

"Forever" Little Dip
pers. Dave Cooper

"Alwyn" Wlnsor Road,
Winsor, Near South-

ampton.
LPs AND TAPES bought
for up to G. 10 each cash,
Bring or send by post to
Record and Tape Ex-

change.

Goldhawk

90

Road, Shepherds Bush,
London SEI2 01-749 2100.

ALL YOUR Unwanted

45s

and LPs purchased. Good

prices paid. Any quantity
but records must be In
Send
good condition.
SAE with lists for cash
F. L. Moore
offer,
Records, 167a Dunstable
Road, Luton, Beds.

-

-

free last -four hours RNI

VHF recordings
cassettes plus

Send

10p

post

packaging or Ll 90 for our
cassettes John Patrick,

Sherwood Road,

72

Grimsby
TINE LATEST free radio
collectors' catalogue is
packed with recordings
Send SAE fox your free

Likes Lennon

/

McCartney Photo appreciated. Box No. 392R

WHICH PHOTO?
ANY PHOTO?

'Situations Vacant
HOME JOBS available.
large variety,
Send
SAE to Tonymans Enterprises, 93 Sandyhurst
Lane, Ashford, Kent.

-

DANCERS
accommodation

/

-

ing available
4895,

and

LIBO

train01494

forget. Documentaries,

Fan Clubs, Record
Dealers etc Post 2-etIp
stamps to Sono, 13
Bowman, Road, Dar
Uord9KenL

Songwriting
LYRIC WRITERS required by recording
company.
Details

songwriting.

-
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LS' RIGS SET to music by

-

LYRICS SET TO music
by professional composer,
Rynne, Tynne,

PLEASE NOTE
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George's Telford, Shropshire.
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Jingles. 2 654p stamps
professional composer.
for catalogue:- DolfUn
Recordings, 13 Bowmans Rynne, Quinn, Ennis.
Clare, Ireland
Road, Dartford, Kent.
HOLLYWOOD COM.
SUPPORT CAROLINE
PANS needs lyrics for'
with Caroline badges 10p
new songs
All types
each or 4 for 25p with
wanted Free details
SAE. Caroline Badge -Musical Service, 1305 R
Offer, 7 Broom Green,
North Highland, HollyNorth
wood, California, 90(00,
ADVERTISERS

Star

colour ore:

del.. n
4.:1"; OVA e[

Lecher Music. London

Nr Bognor

es

Special Notices

OFFSHORE RADIO remember it well don't ever

Felpham,

GK...

Pstpre
Dl.wme

OR EVEN YOURSELF'

-

Regis. Sussex,

Outerwyke Road,

39

Yourlara,nte

-

(SAE) Robert Noakes, 30
Sneyd Hall Road. Bloxw
Ich, Staffordshire
ESTABLISH YOURSELF In lyric and

catalogue to P. L. Tapes,

For Sale
POP PORTRAITS in pen
and ink of Cliff, Elvis and
other lop artists 11.25
each. Send SAE

Eyrt,Tnicre

reliable
postal address and
duplicating service, for

FREE RADIO should be

_

BOY 17 mould like girl
penfflend. Box No. 583K
GUY SEEKS girl 15-18 to
write / meet. Liverpool

WE OFFER

Free Radio

Details, SAE: Glovers,
243 Regent Street, Lon
don, WIR8PN

TEE SHIRTS. Specially

Kent

68

order form

ATTENTION LYRIC

WRITERS: Make the
most of your material.

Services

Southall Road, Chatham,

Records Wonted

Portswood,

Southampton.
SOUL, POP singles from
5p.
For list, send large

SAE.

N DS

LA ORT.

POPULAR ROCK /
country brand new

Sykes,

RA V ES OU

All types. Send large SAE
Nigel, 15 Elm Row,

-

Quinn, Ennis, Clare,
Ireland

LYRICS WANTED by
music publishing house.
11 St Albans'Avenue,

-London W4.

71

MKsun Strer

Len,Rd, WC/

01 e041720

ROCKSTSRS

IN

full

colour concert photos: a
10 glossy 34{In by
Eln is available of any of
the following, priced 12.45
plus 10p P h P
Bowie, Rollers, Ferry, T.
Rex, Mott. Queen. Fares,
Reed, Yes, Dolls, KIM
Dee, Elton, t'izzard,
Cockney Rebel. Steeleye,
Quo,. Wishbone, Sparks,
Slade Earring, IOCC,
Dana, Gilllsple. Pie, Bad
Company, Essex, Ronson. Purple, Gallagher,
Argent, Mahavishnu, Be
Bop Deluxe, SAE please
for lists, Cheque/PO to:
Ian Clegg, 11. Woodside
Crescent. Batley. West
Yorkshire WF177DZ.
SUPERB PHOTOS of
your favourite band in
concert Colour and black
/ white / David Essex /
Wings / Faces / Elton /
Clapton / KIM / Purple /
Glitter / Mud /. Pilot /
Sparks / 10cc / Hurley /
Ferry
Rosy. Choaee
from proofs
SAE to
Dick Wallis. 23 Dulwich
Wood Avenue, London
3E19.
DATIM - DISC and tape
information monthly.
SAE for details or send
75p for sample copy.
Refund guaranteed. Da.
set of

-

-

Um,

63

Worcester.

Bath Road.

advertisement rates

PLEASE PUBLISH my advertisement under the heading
insertion(s) beginning with the first available issue.
I enclose a cheque/postal- order for

for
to cover the cost, made payable to RECORD

MIRROR & DISC.
ALL SMALL ADS MUST BE STRICTLY PRE -PAID

word

Under the headings
SPECIAL
NOTICES.
RECORDING,

PERSONAL

TUITION,

.,rid other trade announcements

8p per word
TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS

,oder any heading
9p per

word

Alter first two
words In BOLD type

at1

Sp

per word extra

NUMBERS
Allow two words plus 20n service lee
SEMI DISPLAY adverusnrq
130X

70 per single column
SERIES DISCOUNTS
5% lot 6 Insertions
7% for 13 insentons
(0% for 261,nemnns
17% In, 52 insemons
C4

Name

inch

The Publishers reserve the right to withdraw,
edvenlsements et thou discretion

Address
MIRROR & DISC,
Send completed form to: Small Ads Department, RECORD
Tel. No. 01-607-6411.

L Record,Mirror &

Disc

1

Benwell Road, London N7 7AX.

for the best results

Published by Spotlight Pubileatlons Ltd., Spotlight
Web Offset. Larkfleld, Maidstone. Kent.
House, Ben well Road. Landon, 57 TAX and printed by Larkfleld
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No lingering?
DEAR MAILMAN, Come at all you et-bentle fans,
what's up? George Harrison's single You Is lust great,
but it's been lingertng in the breakers for some while
now

N
//

1 am surprised that with all
the talk there's been
about this record no one seems to be buying It.
So come en, get those Bops out of your pockets before
they burn holes in them wedge( lost anyway.
D. Fenton,
Plymouth
Mliile wer're an the subject of Devonport,
es-ReaUes, the Paul
McCartney (Wings) single, lotting Go, Isn't doing too

pCatKi (/Ltdi

DEAR MAILMAN,
Does E. Smith (Mailman.
October 4) suppose that
thousands of Americans
and Brltalns have bad
taste while only he knows
what's good when he says

[i1G

Bowie's biggest chartbuater also happens to be the

/1or..(l,
N7 7qX

worst single he's put
out?"

From tine

rot?

Marc Rolan had that,
but he had an operation
which lasted two years
and now he's Me.
Carl Mountbatten J nr.
(No address given).
Anyone who undergoes
an operation lasting two
years and survives it
dejen es a medal of some

kind.

Don't believe
word of it.

a

Version ever?
DEAR MAILMAN,
Isn't it ridiculous that so
many people are making
the same record
eg Out

-

Of TlmeThe artists may get
satisfaction out of it. but
we, the public, get fed up
with hearing so many
versions
Martin Rosenberg
Stevenage, Herts.
PS: Do I get (2.50?
PPS: No.

Rock on
DEAR MAILMAN.
I recently saw Showaddy-waddy In concert at

oPth4

Gainsborough. Lincs.

absolutely knocked out by

DEAR MAILMAN,
We would like to make

Rock 'n' Roll may be
dead for some, but to

-

strong.

P. Cooper
Dagenham. Essex.
agree.

Yes, No?
DEAR MAILMAN,
Is It true that Erie
Faulkner of the Rollers Is
quitting to join Yes?
Steve Ross,

Enfield, Middlesex.
On opening this letter I
reckoned we'd got a joker
an our hands, but the rest
of the mall contained 23
more letters all asking the
same question.

Whoever perpetuated

~s ,

RR`YPLR

TRAMSYL

tIs

ANN

TO

AAS' So

DACKALIRDS)----

Roller Fanatics.

.
DEAR MAILMAN,
E. Smith's an Idiot. Just
coz he's too dumb to
appreciate the excellence
of Young Americans, he
vents his frustration by
criticising it. Young

pm till t pm.
This Is the float day of
Roy's tJK tour, so we have
invited him to come and
be presented with a
special gift and also a
gold record for his double
album All Time Greatest

Edinburgh.
It you have actually
pinched their property,
then you should take It
bark. If you managed to
wheel It away, you ran
just as well wheel It bark
again.
You're not being the
slightest bit clever and

Americans
BRILLIANT,

Lurgan,

as not only
accepted but says he will

Roy

is

Angie

Hits.

It

LEDWARD OLIVER prt sents

County Armagh, Ulster.

ATLAS/. AFTER ALL TNLSC
Mlle rs1 OF LIMnN G. COMP 051N6 ARO ROo%G ROUND
IL TSE RLCMD CM/MAILS,
STUDIOS
OF JONATHAN
NC S
U-NOO MCOROS. moor lo

tocase III MSrtoPILCL

DEAR MAILMAN,
Who the hell does E.
Smith think_ he is, telling
us that Bowie is no good
any more? His last
album, Young Americans, was among his
greatest.
N. Tuddenham,
(No address given).

And now, ovar to the

"E. Smith's OK Depart-

ment," which so far has
only one member.

ROY: big event
DsY
See O,He

py

Write on
DEAR MAILMAN.
Smith was dead right

E

when

was

he

about Bowie.

íj

fr

talking
Is his

T

i

decline sdmething to do
with Ronno's departure,
There are only three
good tracks on Young
and I'm sorry
to say 11 but Aladdin
Sane's going down the

K

Ilia.

drain.

Rick Pearson,
Clacton - On Sea, Essex
Any more?

,ddy

Siso

DAVID' Smith?

Es

Seo letters

bumdiddy

bum diddy bole,
diddy bum diddy
bum bum bum;
Dunn 'licitly bum diddy
bum diddy bum,

ACTUALLY. CFI GLAD TUT
JONATHAN PING AGREED
TOUT ME RECORD NY
SINGLE OH HIS RECORD

Lw

LA/EL

ram
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SA1115 ME
HAVING TO GO TO
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OF WRITING A

\
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GERARD.
LITTLE 64I114-RONN/E CORALEY
5 1'M ALIVE IrlO RMI1V(L
IF YOU SHIRK YOU KMOLI NOW TO LIVE AIE
-01190 904111
7UAaDLRING STAR -MAR 00L.AN
IT'S NOT uNUSUAI - DAVID
9.TAt PRICE OF TOTE CMRISTom K1LLR
a. atoo (Mt CYRIL - DAVID ALT//(

Dom diddy bum 'Liddy
bum bum burn

~Ai

SONG FOR THE

M"ii-5)GARAV RI

Put

TOURIST
CLASS

ERIC to leave?
See Yes, No?

aeeh.eis?

Bore

ATt TIC DEAUDY THAT DILL
MAKE ML A STAR, RICO.
SLICCASSTUL. RESPECTED
MoD 56LOVED eY

IDAV5LLIN6

a

`Thirst come, thirst served'

se LYRIC SPLENDOUR Alit
NATO -

Smith:'00.'.

the Queen's Theatre,
Hornchure.h, Essex (on
the district line) from 1.30

CLAIM

OIL CASTLE /NAT ME MAS
MNLA ITLD MOM HIS LONG.
LOST OMCLE.LTkwl ALUCARD
(Do NOT Rt-e THIS MAME ,1.I

happy day

O

a

wer.
We're sorry, because
you 'can't cut your grass
now, and we would come
back and do it for you,
only it looks pretty funny
taking a mower on a bus
and then wheeling It for
two miles to your place.
Betty and Alice,

.Illí.edward
tjLL NEW!

present, and indeed all
Orhison fans, to come
along
Admittance will have to
be by ticket, so all those
wanting to attend should
telephone quickly to Mrs
Maggie Finch at 01 - 454 3047 for details.
MrsA Black
Morre Park Road,
London SW(
DEAR MAILMAN,
!lave a goad time all.
Please, through your' Now, oYer to the"We
hate
page, may I call on all Big E. Smith Brigade." who
O fans to let them know have sent many letters,
that the International Roy from which here are a few
Orbison Club will be random selections.
holding its most am
MMus get - together on
Saturday, October le at

pinched your lawnmo-

their fans It's still going

a

want all club
members, past and
We

You're just being

confession to Woody and
Eric of the Rollers
we

Showaddywaddy and

group and give us
concert from the stage.

selfleh and stupid and if
any of your friends read
this letter and recognize
you from It, I hope they
give you u hard time till
the mower's returned.

Lawn ' órder

.their performance.

t2 Soto the writer of what he oxrs,ders A Star Letter
how can you call bring along his backing

yourselves Roller fanat.
ter, when all you do is
make a nuisance of
yourselves to them?

too.

y-, WI

Ilford's Tiffany's and was

tine Madman swards

people who ought to be
ashamed of themselves,

GEORGE why you no
sell See No L fingering

I

ID

this rumour should be
ashamed of themselves
making all those fans
waste Sp on a stamp. It
isn't trueNow here are Iwo nitro

pop because he has leg

R;
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DEAR MAILMAN,
Is David Bowe quitting

ss27..

"Isn't it ironic that

5p4/4?-1 -ions,-1

'tell either.
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the first solo album from the
lead singerof
' RETH
TOPS

10'L.tt-TOPS 102 8K -TOPS 1o]

Marketed byEMl Records Unwed 20. Manchester Square, London WI A

ES.

